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Abstract: This research describes the role of International Financial Institutions and the
Financial Framework of the European Union in development of the Northern Dimension
countries. It also describes the region as an operational environment. We have compared the
loans disbursed to the region in 1990-1996 and 1997-2000, and their proportion of all loans
has increased. Furthermore, co-operation in environmental projects has been taken forward in
the form of Northern Dimension Environmental Partnership. Financing of projects in
Northwest Russia present the greatest problem, as it is still rather insignificant and directed
mostly to the most developed and richest regions. Due to these problems concerning the
Northwest Russia, we have described more specifically the operational environment of this
region.
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Tiivistelmä: Tässä tutkimuksessa kuvataan kansainvälisten rahoituslaitoksien ja Euroopan
unionin rahoitusjärjestelmien osuutta Pohjoisen ulottuvuuden maiden kehityksessä, sekä
aluetta toiminnallisena ympäristönä. Alueelle suuntautuvia lainoja on vertailtu ajanjaksoilla
1990-1996 ja 1997-2000, ja alueen suhteellinen osuus kaikista maksetuista lainoista on
kasvanut. Lisäksi yhteistyötä ympäristöhankkeiden alalla on lisätty. Suurimmat ongelmat ovat
nähtävissä Luoteis-Venäjän projektien rahoituksessa, joka on vielä vähäistä ja suuntautuu
lähes yksinomaan kehittyneimmille alueille. Luoteis-Venäjän ongelmien vuoksi tutkimukses-
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1 Introduction

The initiative to develop the Baltic Sea regions i.e. for the Northern Dimension (ND) policy
was taken in 1997. Since then the European Union has developed this initiative, and the
Action Plan was accepted only in year 2000. The operations are merely taking their first steps.
The EU is hoping to bring about added value to various areas through the policy. The regions
are very heterogeneous, and the operations based on the Action Plan are supposed to bring
them closer to each other. This way the EU aims also at alleviating social problems in the
regions. To do so, a lot of money and commitment is required to flow from various sources to
the Northern Dimension Region. The Action Plan describes a role for several actors in
addition to the EU itself: the International Financial Institutions as well as the governments of
the Baltic Sea region.

The Russian Federation has an especially important role in the ND for several reasons. First,
the fuel and wood and non-ferrous metal resources of Northwest Russian region present a
strategic importance for Europe. Secondly, the acute environmental problems of Russian
regions bordering the EU present a threat also to the areas of the EU. Finally, the RF and the
EU are mutually important trade partners and share 1300 km border, so it is vital to have
stable and predictable Russian economy. Moreover, the Russian Federation is the only non-
member and not even an accession country in ND initiative. In addition to that, only a part of
Russia is taken into the project, unlike for all the other actors of Northern Dimension.

In this study the objective is, first, to analyse the Northern Dimension initiative in terms of

financial resources allocated within its implementation and second, to give a preliminary

description and analysis of the Russian dimension of the initiative.

Therefore, two goals are set in this research. The first goal is to study the financial resources
allocation through the EU programs and International Financial Institutions (IFIs) in the area
of Northern Dimension. In doing this, we investigate changes in the investment policy and
analyse the distribution of resources geography-wise, “areas-wise”1 and sources-wise. The
second goal is to study the sosio-economic situation in the Russian regions of the Northern
Dimension.

The first part of this study takes a look at the international financial operators in the ND
region. It starts by introducing the Northern Dimension policy of the European Union in
Chapter 2 with a specific interest in the role given to the International Financial Institutions.
The operational environment of the IFIs is described In Chapter 3 – we go through the
economic development and present situation in the Accession Countries and in the Russian
Federation.2 A more specific account of the economic situation in the Northern Dimension
regions of the Russian Federation is given in the Appendix 2.

Chapter 4 introduces the IFIs and accounts for their operations within the ND region in the
last decade. We attempt to describe the strategy of the IFI and the money flows from IFI to
the region. Chapter 5 in turn includes an account of the European Union’s financial

                                                
1 “Area-wise” study includes the study of resources allocated to different subject areas of ND initiative

(transportation, nuclear safety, public health and so on).
2 The other ND countries are fully operating market economies, so there is no specific need for stating their

economic situation.
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framework for supporting the Northern Dimensions. Finally, in Chapter 6 we draw
conclusions.

In the second part of the study, the Russian regions of the Northern Dimension are described
in terms of socio-economic situation (industrial structure, social infrastructure, transportation
development and so on), regional production and investments. Special attention is given to the
budget system of the Russian federation. The budget system is generally described (see
annex) to meet the research interest in the effectiveness of the fiscal system in the Russian
Federation and to “discover” opportunities for co-financing the ND initiative in the RF
through the EU, the IFIs and Russian government. This description and preliminary analysis
can also be used for defining the mechanism for controlling financially the funds’ disposition.

The budgets of the ND regions of the Russian federation during the last 4 years are analysed
for the reasons stated above and in order to picture the Regions in terms of their independence
and successfulness.3

                                                
3 The section of the study “Federalism” describes the Federal structure of the Russian Federation and problems

in its functioning.
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2 The Northern Dimension of European Union

The Action plan of the EU is the centre of the ND policy and it should be taken into account
as a reference by relevant actors whenever appropriates. The overall aim of the Northern
Dimension is to achieve maximum added value from the Community and the national projects
through co-ordination.

The ND is expected “to provide added value by co-ordinating the various EU programmes,
including multi-sectoral programmes, and those activities carried out by non-EU bodies in
the same fields.”4 The operations will be concentrating on sectors in which expected added
value is greatest. These sectors are defined to be infrastructure, including transport, energy
and telecommunication, environment and nuclear safety, education, research and human
resources development, public health and social administration, cross-border trade and
investment as well as the fight against crime. The International Financial Institutions are
expected to have a significant role with regard to facilitating investments in the ND region.
Equalising the living standards between the western and the eastern parts of the Northern
Dimension is viewed important as it may prevent a flow of people from the poorer regions to
more prosperous ones.

2.1 Areas of operation and the role of International Financial Institutions

as described in the Action Plan

Energy

The energy sector plays an important role in the policy of Northern Dimension. Europe is
dependent on external energy sources and Northwest Russia is home to vast natural resources
such as gas, oil, minerals and forest resources. With its Northern Dimension actions the EU is
aiming at ensuring its access to these resources by investing in networks delivering energy.
Although the investments in infrastructure and field development in the energy sector are
primarily expected from the private sector, the Action plan gives priority to actions of the IFIs
where appropriate. It also states, that “according to its mandate the EU will try to promote
mutual transparency of [its] strategic objectives and the availability of financial support for
the region.” EU also wants to retain the control over the decisions to itself by monitoring
energy investments in the region and making periodic recommendations in the light of its
analysis. The IFIs, like International Financial Corporation (IFC) of the World Bank Group
are already promoting the private sector.

Transportation

Development of transportation infrastructure and services is considered central to the
development of economy in general. The objectives of the ND are to develop Trans-European
transport network (TEN) on EU territory, to extend the TENs towards acceding countries
(TINA network5) and to implement Pan-European Transport Corridors and Areas in adjacent

                                                
4 Northern Dimension – Action Plan for the Northern Dimension with external and cross-border policies of the

European Union 2000-2003.
5 TINA comes from phrase ”Transport Infrastructure Needs Assessment in Central and Eastern Europe” first

discussed in 1995. For further information see TINA Final Report, 1999.
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countries. EU finances transportation investments through TACIS, ISPA and INTERREG
programmes and co-operates with the EIB and other IFIs to fulfil the projects.

Environment and nuclear safety

The environmental issues have gained a lot of attention from the EU. The threats faced in the
northern regions are cross-boundary in nature and therefore international response and co-
operation is needed. Especially involvement of Russian Federation is asked for. Special
attention is paid to the air pollution, climate change, forests, fisheries and the marine
environment.

The environmental issues include also nuclear safety. EU’s Action Plan for the Northern
Dimension highlights investments to the Northwest Russia and the nuclear reactors situated
there. The financing is split between several sources including the finance programmes of the
EU, the bilateral finance from the member states and the Nuclear Safety Account
administered by the EBRD. The aim of the co-operation is to concentrate on the most serious
nuclear safety problems including closure of all nuclear reactors at the nuclear power plants in
the region.

Although there are no special mentions in the Action Plan about the role of IFIs in the
environmental projects, a close co-operation exists already in this area. A good example of
this co-operation is the establishment of the Northern Dimension Environmental Partnership,
which is handled in details later. However, the nuclear safety issues require strong
international co-operation and this is where the International Financial Institutions come in to
picture most efficiently. The Action plan states that financing of the projects is split between
various sources including the Nuclear Safety Account. EU promotes this development
through its TACIS and PHARE programmes. In June 2000 the Commission also set up an
International Decommissioning Support Fund for Lithuania to close down the Ignalina
nuclear plant.6

Trade, business co-operation and investment promotion

The work with trade, business co-operation and investment promotion is aiming at more
effective utilisation of the economic resources of the Northern Dimension region. The
business environment still lacks stability, predictability and incentives for SMEs especially in
Russia, but also in other parts of the region. To achieve these objectives the EU focuses on
promoting cross-border business co-operation and removing of trade barriers. A special role is
given to the IFIs in creating a business climate favourable to private entrepreneurship through
small-scale credit. Already many of them, like the International Financial Corporation (IFC)
of the World Bank Group, grant loans to projects aiming at promotion of SMEs.

The accession to small-scale credit for SMEs will be given a proper attention in close
collaboration with the IFIs. The aim is to stimulate economic growth and job creation by
developing a business climate favourable to private entrepreneurship with SMEs as a priority
object.

                                                
6 These funds are dealt in more detail under the EBRD operations.
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Public health

“The Community and the Member States are required to foster co-operation with third
countries and the competent international organisations in the sphere of public health.”
Although health has a significant role in the EU’s Action plan, there is not specific reference
to any role of the IFIs in this area. Even if actions taken in this sector are to be financed by the
EU programmes or by national co-operation, most IFIs, especially the World Bank Group,
grant loans to health promotion.

In the areas of human resources development and research, justice and home affairs,
telecommunication and information society and regional and cross-border co-operation, no
specific role for the IFIs is described in the Action Plan in these projects. However, projects
of all these sectors do take place.

Despite the role designed for the IFIs in the Action Plan, they operate according to the
operational principles of commercial banks and in principle are not forced to obey the plans of
the Union. However, most of them are owned by the member countries and therefore are
inclined to follow the policies practised by the owners.

The EU has decided that the ND will be implemented through the existing Community
instruments and the International Financial Institutions. It will not be financed from the EU
budget or require establishment of new operational bodies. In the Action Plan it is strongly
emphasised that the Northern Dimension is not a development aid programme. Instead, it
focuses on co-operation and co-financing between private investors, international investment
institutions and public programmes.7 The role of the IFIs is to grant loans to certain projects,
which promote development of the region and its infrastructure. The Union finances its own
operations through financial programmes like TACIS, ISAP, INTERREG, SAPARD and
PHARE.8

In general, the Northern Dimension of the EU concentrates strongly on Russia and the
problems arising from there. For example Estonia has argued, that the political support for the
Northern Dimension would be stronger if all the countries in the region could get a part of the
stake i.e. more financing for their own projects.

In this study, the money flows from EU member countries are not accounted, as we
concentrate on the role of the International Financial Institutes and the European Union’s
financial framework.

2.2 The Northern Dimension Environmental Partnership

During the spring 2001 representatives of EBRD, EIB, WB and NIB together with the
representative of the EU presidency and the Commission met to discuss and develop a
proposal to establish a Northern Dimension Environmental Partnership (NDEP). The
Ministerial Conference on the Northern Dimension of 9 April saw NDEP “a good way to
mobilise and combine financial resources and realise synergies when conditions are

                                                
7 For further aspects of Northern Dimension see Alho et.al. 2000.
8 Operations of these programme funds is described in more detail in Chapter 4. Financial Framework of the

European Union.
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appropriate for investment.” The Working Group concluded its work in EU Summit in June
2001.

The aim of the NDEP is “to address hot-spots in the environment and energy efficiency of the
Northern Dimension Area (NDA), which are largely a legacy of the former planned economy
period and which have cross-boundary impacts.”9 It also attempts to attract grant financing
from EU Commission and a wider group of contributing countries. Because the Baltic States
and Poland have successfully addressed many environmental problems with the help of the
EU, the IFIs and other bilateral contributors, the NDEP focuses on the environmental
problems in Northwest Russia and Kaliningrad. Co-operation of IFIs with Russian authorities
has so far not been intensive enough and they have had difficulties in financing the projects.

The report of the Working Group highlights the importance of faster action. To increase the
efficiency of operation, the initial investment should be sped-up through a proper blending of
loan, concessional and grant resources in combination with locally mobilised funds from
taxes and user charges. Taking into account the weaknesses of governance and institutional
operations, grant funding is not sufficient. The projects will also involve major investments
and be difficult to prepare, whence a strong commitment from the governments within the
region is needed and grant funding should be combined with a multiple funding from IFIs.
Furthermore, to satisfy the special needs of the projects, extended grace periods and long
maturities are demanded from the NDEP Fund. Also technical assistance funds, which already
exist in certain institutions, might be of appropriate usage.

Financing for the NDEP will be collected through grant contributions from EC and member
countries as well as other ND-countries. EC is examining the possibility of providing
investment grant funds of around €50 million for environmental issues and another €50
million for nuclear safety. Sweden and Finland have both implied that they would contribute
€10 million. And EIB, which before did not invest at all in the region of Russian Federation,
is now considering a €100 million grant for loans to NDEP. However, any official
contribution decisions have not yet taken place.

Two possible ways to arrange the financing has been considered. The first is to have project
specific grant funding arrangements. The other one is to establish “a dedicated fund for the
purpose of channelling grant co-financing to a programme of projects over a number of
years." The WG agreed that the latter option is more rational as through it more benefits can
be achieved. Through using a programme budget, the Fund is aiming at achieving a stronger
institutional commitment from grants and a more effective structure compared to project
budget. Furthermore, the Fund has set a specific incentive for countries within the Northern
Dimension to participate in the operations, as only companies from countries that are
contributing to the Fund can carry out projects. Furthermore, the Fund will be rather limited
so that most projects will need additional grant support and priorities should be set in the
selection of projects. As the Fund would finance both revenue generating projects and so
called clean-up projects such as the storage of nuclear waste, further financing is possibly
attracted from non-European countries with specific commitment to nuclear safety.

The Fund is recommended to be similar to the Nuclear Safety Fund governed by EBRD. The
Steering Group, which prioritise among the most urgent projects and facilitates the co-
ordination and financing of them, consists of a core group of representatives of the EIB,

                                                
9 Northern Dimension Environmental Partnership. Council of the European Union, Information Note 9546/01,

2001, p. 2.
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EBRD, NIB, WB and EU Commission. Also the representatives of the countries where NDEP
projects are being considered and other participating organisations take part in the decisions.

In September 2001 the Steering Group of NDEP held a meeting in Stockholm where several
important environmental projects in the Baltic Sea and Barents Sea Regions were discussed.
These projects are in the areas of district heating, solid waste management, wastewater
treatment and the prevention of pollution from hazardous waste. A list of 13 projects planned
to be taken within the NDEP are listed in Appendix. The projects are planned to be released in
both Euro and USD and they would total 636.5-876.5 million in Euro and over 400 million in
USD.
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3 Operational environment of the International Financial

Institutions

The break up of the Soviet Union in 1991 brought about a new operational environment for its
neighbouring countries and the countries that gained independence at the same time. The
former soviets, including the Baltic States, were facing a new economic environment after
over 50 years of planned economy. On the other hand the neighbouring countries, including
Poland, which had also had a communist government and had relied heavily on the trade with
the Soviet Union, were facing the same problem.

The Baltic States, Poland and the Russian Federation used to be planned economies in which
the government had a crucial role in the economic decision making. The planned economy
included the following characteristics, which had to be changed in order to market economy
to take place:

• distorted price and production structures;
• a weak security of ownership;
• less innovation and a growing gap in the level of technology compared to the developed

countries;
• a relatively high level of human capital, an even distribution of income and an extensive

social safety net.10

As a consequence of market liberalisation and privatisation, production fell drastically in all
former planned economies. Because reallocating resources takes time, in the beginning of
transition, the countries faced a decrease in investments, an increase in unemployment and a
decrease in productivity, which led to a decrease in real wages.

The process of converting these planned economies into market ones is not yet finished,
although a lot has been achieved. Inflation rates in many countries have declined after the
crisis generated by the Russian economy and they are now more stable and relatively low.
The private sector has expanded and the amount of small and medium-sized firms has
increased substantially. Institutions have become more democratic, although the process is not
yet complete. The role of institutions, the burden of history and the structure of power have
been highlighted in the recent studies of economic development.11

From Table 1 can be seen the share of small privatised firms in the transition countries of the
region. The development has been rather rapid for example in Estonia, where the share has
increased from 16.3 % in 1991 to 88.1 % in 1995. The data for 1999 is missing, but it can be
assumed that the share has continued to increase. In Russian Federation the share was in 1999
90.0 %, and in Poland already in 1991 86.0 % of all companies were ran by private owners. In
Latvia the development has been the slowest: still in 1995 merely 10.2 % of firms were small
privatised firms. There the market economy process has been the slowest. The data for
Lithuania is missing, but from Table 2 we can see that the privatisation process has been
going on at a faster phase than in Latvia.

                                                
10 EU:n itälaajentumisen taloudellisia näkökohtia, Tilannekatsaus, Valtionvarainministeriö, p. 5.
11 EU:n itälaajentumisen taloudellisia näkökohtia, Tilannekatsaus, Valtionvarainministeriö, p. 6.
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Table 1 Share of small privatised firms of all firms. Source: EBRD
1991 1995 1999

Estonia 16.3 % 88.1 % -
Latvia 0.0 % 10.2 % -
Lithuania - - -
Poland 86.0 % - -
Russian Federation - 84.0 % 90.0 %

Table 2 shows the development of private sector’s GDP share. All of the transition countries
have reached a share of 65-84 % in 1999, starting from 5-40 % in the beginning of the decade.
Private sector has grown most in Estonia and Russian Federation, whereas in Poland the
private sector produced already 40 % of the GPD in 1991 and in 1999 the share was at 65 %.
The liberal economic policy practised in Estonia partly explains the development. Also
Lithuania and Latvia have put effort in promoting operations of private owned firms as the
share has increased to similar with Poland and Russian Federation.

Table 2 Private sector share of GDP. Source: EBRD
1991 1995 1999 2000

Estonia 10% 65% 84% 85%
Latvia 10% 55% 65% 67%
Lithuania 10% 65% 70% 72%
Poland 40% 60% 65% -
Russian Federation 5% 55% 70% -

The transition process can usually be divided into four parts in all transition countries:
liberalisation of markets, stabilisation of macro economy, renewal of infrastructure and
privatisation and building of infrastructure and legislation. Some see this process now
approaching fulfilment in most of the transition countries in Central and East European
Countries and most of the reforms have been made. Only in Russia this process is noted to be
slower.

However, to ensure the market economy-like behaviour of the economies (especially of the
Accession Countries) some mechanisms of the economy have to be strengthened. The EBRD
Transition Report 2000 states that foreign direct investment (FDI) has acted as a stabiliser of
transition economies when portfolio flows to emerging markets have been reversed as a
response to global market turbulence. They recommend that the creation of the conditions for
attracting FDI, both through appropriate privatisation policies and through improvements in
the tax and regulatory framework, should remain high on the policy agenda across the region.

The basic challenge is to create institutions and strengthen structures that support the
operation on the market economy and development of the private sector. These are likely to
be the most slow and difficult reforms, because they require changing of the social norms,
customs and behaviour. There seems to be an argument whether these reforms should be
taken gradually or decisively. The IMF and World Bank have recommended decisive
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changes, similar to the ones taken in Poland and Estonia. These two countries seem to have
achieved also the best economic results, but sometimes with the cost of welfare.12

3.1 The Baltic States

The Baltic States regained their independence when the Soviet Union broke down in 1991.
With the collapse the Russian Federation absorbed the foreign debt of all the countries, so that
the Baltic States started to control their economies with no foreign debt. The biggest problem
during the last years has nevertheless been a current account deficit. Most of this deficit has
however been financed by foreign direct investments and therefore the Baltic States have not
gained foreign debt.

3.1.1 Estonia

Estonia has supported the Northern Dimension initiative since the beginning, as a matter of
fact already before it was officially introduced. This happened in 1994, when the Finnish
President Ahtisaari visited Estonia. Now that Estonia is among the accession countries and the
Northern Dimension is an official policy of the EU, Estonia is willing to support and develop
the initiatives on this subject.

The Estonian strategy is to bring about value added by the policy of the ND by promoting
those issues, which the already existing organisations with more restricted operations (such as
CBSS13) do not handle. Especially the ND offers a possibility to develop economic co-
operation and to promote integration in the Northern Europe. The economic integration is the
key factor in promoting the general stability and security of the region. The EU is already
active on the region, but in Northern Europe extra results can be reached through the ND
policy. The EU has great opportunities to reach such results using various policy instruments
and through them it can promote both the operational preconditions for enterprises and bring
closer the national legislation. Preventing concentration only on one separate region and
highlighting such projects that attract attention from the whole region are a strong pro for the
ND. Co-operation will be essential in developing the infrastructure and energy and in
removing the barriers for trade.

From the Estonian viewpoint it would be desirable to further develop the network for
distribution of electricity in the Baltic-Ring project and the network for gas in the Nordic Gas
Grid –project. Co-operation in border areas has increased and at the moment especially IT-
investments in these operations are important.

The Estonian government adopted a liberal economic policy after regaining the independence
in 1991. They chose not to use protectionist measures but instead promoted measures to
become a market economy relatively fast. Estonia gained an economic independence already
in 1989 and the government started to define their goals as early as in 1987. Furthermore, the
Estonian people have been ready to make sacrifices in order to achieve the goals as soon as
possible.

                                                
12 For example in Estonia, the pensions have decreased dramatically lowering the level of welfare in rural areas
and of old people.
13 CBSS = Council of the Baltic Sea States.
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The Estonian economy has developed favourably after the Russian crisis in 1998. After a
decline of -0.7% in 1999 the GDP growth was 6.9% in 2000 and 5.8% during the first quarter
in 2001 compared to previous year. The strict stabilising policy of the Estonian government
has contributed to this development by bringing about the structural adjustment of the
business sector and other economical agents. This way they have been able to take advantage
of the favourable opportunities that emerged from a more internationally open economy.

As a consequence, the former sources of instability, like public budget deficit and current
deficit, have receded while at the same time the inflation has been moderate. During year
2000 the public budget deficit fell to 0.7% of GDP and during the first quarter of year 2001 it
turned to 0.3% surplus. Current deficit rose moderately to 6.7% in 2000 from 5.7% in 1999
being still substantially smaller than in 1996-1998. Inflation has risen from 3.7% in December
1999 to 5.0% in December 2000 and further to 5.7% in September 2001. Increased energy
prices and a depreciation of the Estonian crown have affected inflation.

The fast growth of the Estonian economy in 2000 generated from rapidly growing exports and
later the GDP growth was based on a strong domestic demand. Although both exports and
imports have been increasing rapidly, in the latter half of 2001 growth rates of both exports
and imports are bound to decline due to the global economic slowdown. The investment boost
in first half of the year 2001 has also contributed to the growth. During the 1990s there has
also been a clear shift in Estonian exports towards EU countries. Whereas exports to former
Soviet Union nowadays account only for less than 5%, exports to EU formed almost 80% of
all exports.

The further structural reforms have brought about many weaknesses of the Estonian economy.
Privatisation of the publicly owned financial sector is now almost finished with over 90%
ownership of foreign operators. Seven active banks are financially healthy and well
developed, although highly concentrated (3 banks own 95% of assets between them).
However, the non-bank financial sector remains less developed than the banking sector.
Tallinn stock exchange was sold to Helsinki stock exchange improving liquidity and helping
Estonian investors to gain access to other’s capital markets and facilitating integration of
Estonian stock exchange into the EU.

The state-owned companies, which still remain unprivatised, operate mostly in the
infrastructure areas, where privatisation has to be matched with regulatory reform. However,
privatisation of a large part of the railway system has been completed and progress
concerning Narva Power has taken place. A reform of the pension system took place in April
2000, but health care reform is still awaited. To reduce unemployment, which increased to
13.7% in 2000 from 12.3% in 1999, investments should be made in education and labour
market reform so that there would not be any further restrictions on economic growth.

The Regular Report 2001 of European Union states that “Estonia is a functioning market
economy” but the reform programme should be continued and fully implemented.

In 1999, the Government of Estonia determined a National Development Plan in which they
stated objectives and strategy for the development of the economy for years 2000-2002. The
main objectives are to continue internal restructuring of the economy and to prepare for
accession to the European Union.

To achieve these goals, a favourable and stable economic environment for entrepreneurship
has to be created with focus on increasing competitiveness to maximise the long-term growth
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potential. Also increase in investments is desirable and therefore internationalisation of
enterprises is given strong support to attract foreign investment.

Special attention is paid to developing competitiveness and entrepreneurship, human resource
development and the development of infrastructure. Agriculture, industry and tourism are the
three main sectors of the economy, which need especial attention concerning increased
competitiveness and entrepreneurship. In the field of industry and business environment, the
government aims at “promoting investment through increasing the volume of potential
investment resources and improving access thereto, as well as increasing the variety of
financing instruments.” Terk (1999) emphasises the role of investments in R&D and
investments in the development of the economy and points out probable problems for Estonia,
where the share of R&D out of the GDP is less than 1%. Due to the economic model chosen it
is difficult to increase this share, as a strict monetary balance is required.

3.1.2 Latvia

In the Latvian view the possibilities of the Northern Dimension lie in the utilisation of the
potential in the areas of security and economy. It should be carried out as regional co-
operation and augmented by the co-operation of the Baltic Sea States. From its own point of
view Latvia sees the ND beneficial both from geopolitical aspect and for its negotiations on
EU membership.

Latvia emphasises the strategic importance of the ND in the long run, as it covers the whole
region of the Baltic Sea and promotes the co-ordination of co-operation there. In addition
Latvia sees the ND and the eastern enlargement of the EU as complementary processes.
Furthermore the ND can act as a trust-waking form of co-operation between Russia and the
Baltic States.

To achieve endurable development and stability, Latvia stresses the role of already existing
organisations and institutions as the main actors in the process of developing practical forms
of co-operation. Especially the various EU agreements (Europe Agreement, PCA, EEA) and
existing international organisations such as CBSS and BEAC are seen important. These
regional organisations should be given clear instructions and aims for their operations.
Strengthening of the transatlantic link will contribute to the competitiveness of the Baltic Sea
region in the global economy and improve financial possibilities for strategic projects there.
The U.S. Northern Europe Initiative and the EU Northern Dimension have common goals and
to achieve them already existing forms of co-operation should be utilised. Latvian view is that
equal participation of all countries should be highlighted. Openness of the process will
promote the utilisation of economic resources and their effective allocation in these countries.

The projects that are to be carried out as a part of the ND policy should fulfil strict criteria.
Their realisation should be economically justified and they should promote regional
compatibility.

Latvia was not as well prepared for the transition process as Estonia was. In order to cope
with the new open economic situation they chose to use protectionist measures in the
agricultural sector.

Since the end of 1999 the Latvian economy has experienced a period of growth after a slight
recession caused by the Russian crisis in 1998. In the year 2000 the GDP growth was 5.7
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percent compared to 1.1% in 1999 and during the first half of 2001 the growth has been even
more rapid at 8.8% compared to the same period previous year. Boosted exports, investments
and private consumption have generated growth. Also the trade and commercial services as
well as the financial and transportation sectors have contributed to the growth. There are
however some signs of GDP growth deceleration because Latvia is not immune to the
slowdown of EU. Trade with the EU has been growing and EU is now the main trading
partner of Latvia constituting 60% of trade. Still the Latvian economy is highly dependent on
Russia Federation, as 8.8% of trade is done with it.

Exports increased by 19% last year. At the same time domestic demand has been greater than
domestic production, which has contributed to the rather high current account deficit. The
deficit continuously presents a problem although it has been decreasing during years 1999 and
2000, being 6.9% of the GDP at the end of year 2000. Foreign capital is still flowing into the
country covering 80% of the current account deficit, which alleviates the problem with
balance of payments deficit. Low inflation, 1.8% in 2000, and stable financial market sector
have created favourable preconditions for availability of financing and terms of it. On the
other hand, inflation has been increasing slightly during the recent months being already 3.7%
in September 2001. Relatively high unemployment has become a permanent phenomenon in
Latvia, where it accelerates around 14% annually. It is a severe problem in some districts
where unemployment exceeds 20%.

The government of Latvia has emphasised the structural problems of the economy and actions
to be taken to correct them. Progress has been made in curing the public economy and
improving the functioning of financial market. Also a reform of the pension system has been
concluded. The actions to improve the overall operational environment for the enterprises
have been taken. The structural changes supporting privatisation and other enterprise
arrangements have been less important during 1999 and the focus is now on the structural
reform of labour markets. During the year 2000 the privatisation of remaining large-scale
enterprises has been consistently delayed due to the conflicting objectives of retaining
domestic control and attracting foreign strategic investors. Despite the delays, foreign direct
investments are flowing into the country strongly. The government has decided to maintain
itself the ownership of nearly 50 organisations which include very few truly "business"
oriented organisations. Privatisation of land is ongoing and a land market has begun to work.

The financial sector reform is nearly finished. The banking sector consists of 22 commercial
banks. The government holds shares in only 2 banks, whereas foreigners own 66.5% of total
share capital. The stock market is improving but is still at very early stage of development.
Furthermore, it suffers from relatively small size, but establishment of a united Baltic list in
January 2001 will help to overcome these problems. Overall, the financial sector has achieved
an adequate degree of stability.

Considering the structural reform of the economy, the Latvian legislation has been adjusted
rather fast and the integration to market economy is quite well developed. Attention should
still be given to fiscal discipline. Major steps have been taken for the free movement of people
and customs. However, particular attention should be given to areas, where important
legislation still needs to be developed, such as energy, telecommunication and economic and
social cohesion, or where administrative structures need to be strengthened, such as
agriculture or fisheries.

The European Union’s Regular Report 2001 states, that “Latvia is a functioning market
economy” and “provided that it makes further substantial efforts in maintaining the pace of,
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and completing, its structural reforms, it should be able to cope with the competitive pressure
and market forces within the Union in the near term.”

In January 2001, the Ministry of Economy of Latvia released Industrial Development
Guidelines of Latvia, where the principles of the Government economic policy for enhancing
competitiveness of industry are defined and the medium term priorities for achieving this is
set. Two priority directions of industrial policy are identified: creation of an environment
favourable for re-industrialisation and industry development and creation of an effective and
competitive structure of the industrial sectors. The role of R&D is also emphasised. Monetary
and fiscal policy should ensure a stable exchange rate and a balanced state budget as well as
low level of inflation.

The National Development Plan for time period from 2000 to 2002 was drawn up in 1999. It
represents the most important program document for work with the EU accession criteria. The
strategic objectives of future development in Latvia are defined in NDP are:

• Promoting sustainable development of Latvia raising welfare of every resident.
• Encouraging growth and competitiveness of an educated and cultured person.
• Developing democracy and perfecting the system of public administration.
• Fostering regional development by decreasing and eliminating the unfavourable regional

differences and supporting the favourable regional disparity.
• Promoting integration in the European Union.

The objectives show a clear influence of the accession process and also have connections to
the aims of the Northern Dimension.

3.1.3 Lithuania

Lithuania declared its independence in 1990 and regained it in 1991 after the collapse of the
Soviet Union.

Lithuania stresses the aims of the Northern Dimension, because they help to resolve various
economic problems in the region. The policy can reduce the gap in the level of development
between the enlarging European Union and Northwest Russia. Lithuania has continuously
worked on these goals by creating relations to the neighbouring areas and by supporting the
projects in the Baltic Sea region. During the past years, Lithuania has actively co-operated
with Northwest Russia and the natural partner of Kaliningrad.

Lithuania has been active towards the Kaliningrad oblast and has contributed to Kaliningrad’s
participation in allocation of investments and promotion of trade in the Baltic region. It
emphasises the importance of direct contacts between the citizens and has aimed through its
own actions at promoting for example co-operation over the borders and investments in
education, infrastructure and transportation. The Russian Federation has supported
Lithuania’s policy.

The Lithuanian government adopted a more protectionist custom policy, which was further
strengthened by the Russian crisis in 1998. In year 1991 Lithuania chose to aim at gradual
transition but decided to preserve import restrictions and quotas. Lately these measures have
been released and protectionism is no longer that evident. Mechanisms for market entry and
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exit has been improved due to legal framework reforms, labour market regulations have been
liberalised and the role of the state has been further reduced.

The Lithuanian economy suffered more than the other Baltic countries from the Russian crisis
and the GDP decreased by 3.9% in 1999. The growth of 3.9% began only in year 2000 with a
strong demand for exports, which together with low import volumes has improved the
external balance. Private consumption has also increased, and during the first half of 2001
GDP growth has been up at 5.1%. Despite this unemployment has increased to 16% in the end
of year 2000 and to 16.6% in June 2001, a phenomenon further contributed to by restructuring
of the economy. Budgetary constraints have delayed measures to improve human and physical
capital. Inflation measured by consumer prises has remained relatively low at 0.9% in 2000
due to weakening of domestic demand and changes in Litas’ exchange rate. However, the
producer prices rose sharply by 18% in 2000 reflecting the increase in energy prices. The
Litas are now pegged to the US dollar, but on 2 February 2002 currency peg will be changed
to Euro reflecting changes in trade orientation and preparations for post-accession EMU
participation.

The stabilisation programme accepted in November 1999 has brought about a tighter fiscal
policy, which together with increasing foreign demand has balanced the current account.
Deficit was still high at 6% in the end of 2000 but has declined from 11.2% in 1999 and has
further decreased to 5% during the first half of 2001 compared to the same time period in
previous year. The tight fiscal policy has also improved the budget account with deficit falling
from 7.8% of GDP in 1999 to 2.8% in 2000. Furthermore, the planned pension reform is
expected to cause an annual deficit of 0.9% of GDP.

Reforms of the public administration and its functioning, which aim at creating a durable
public economy in medium-term, have been started. Also renewal of the pension system has
been negotiated but not decided on yet. A new legal base has been formed for energy sector,
which affects especially the co-operation in this sector in the Baltic Sea region. Privatisation
slowed down in 2000. Although the government sold stakes in 951 state-owned companies,
privatisation process of some large companies has been delayed. In the beginning of 2001 the
government sold both the Lithuanian Shipping Company and the Lithuanian Savings Bank
and several other companies are being prepared for future privatisation.

The conditions for market exit are still insufficient. A new bankruptcy law and an enterprise
restructuring law came into force in July 2001, and this is hoped to speed up and simplify the
processes of liquidation and restructuring. Market entry is hampered by too much
bureaucracy. It should however be noticed, that a large number of new, privately owned
enterprises have been created in the 1990s, which has contributed to the recovery of the
economy.

In the financial sector the privatisation of public banks is already nearly finished. After a
period of stagnation in lending to private sector, a small upturn took place in the first half of
2001. Raising funds through securities has proven especially difficult. The securities market is
also still underdeveloped. The financial market supervision has strengthened as the Law on
Commercial Banks has been amended in several stages. Furthermore, the Bank of Lithuania
has signed several agreements on international co-operation in addition to a trilateral
agreement signed between the Bank, the Securities Commission and the State Insurance
Supervisory Authority.
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Capital movements are still restricted in Lithuania, as acquisition of land is difficult for
foreigners. The level of foreign direct investment inflows are still at a low level, with a
decrease from 4.5% of GDP in 1999 to 2.5% in 2000. The majority of investments come from
Sweden, Denmark and USA. In general the FDI inflows go to the manufacturing sector
indicating position Lithuania as a place for production. A large part of these investments is
still related to privatisation processes.

In Lithuania the aim of the Economic Policy for 2000-2001 has been to reduce the subsidies
paid to domestic enterprises in event of an economic crisis. This is supposed to increase
competitiveness and to prepare also the domestic firms for higher international competition to
be faced if the country joins the EU. The state aid to troubled enterprises has been reduced
whereas support for enterprise start-ups (in particular SME’s) has increased. Also the
protectionist measures concerning trade have been removed.

The European Union states in its Regular Report 2001 that “Lithuania is a functioning market
economy.” However, the structural reform programme should be vigorously implemented in
order to “cope with the competitive pressure and market forces within the Union in the near
future”.

3.2 Poland

The Polish view on the meaning and the content of the Northern Dimension is connected to
the statements made in the Helsinki Summit. Poland stresses the link between the ND and the
geopolitical changes in the position of the Baltic Sea region and the Russian Federation. In
this context, eastern politics of the EU is highlighted and Poland makes a clear difference
between it and the ND policy. As a consequence Poland emphasises EU’s eastern
enlargement relative to the ND process. The initiative of the ND should evolve as a form of
co-operation in the Baltic Sea region led by the EU. The Council of Baltic Sea States (CBSS)
should acquire a central role as a co-ordinator of the projects financed and as a co-operator of
the EU with the issues of the ND. Regional organisations, which co-ordinate the realisation of
the projects, should be given specific instructions and guidelines. Poland stresses the
importance of the decision by the European Council to develop further the aims of the ND
within the existing structure and financial instruments.

From Polish view, co-operation within the ND should decrease the distrust of the Russian
Federation towards foreign harbours and infrastructure. Furthermore, Poland is interested in
taking part in co-operation in this area and improving the infrastructure and operation across
the borders in Baltic region.

Poland’s possibilities to act within the ND are increased by its recent successful transition
policies. The support received from the EU connected to the membership negotiations has
further promoted this favourable development. The Commission of the EU stated already in
its official Opinion in 1997 that Poland should be considered as a functioning market
economy and that it is relatively able to confront the increasing competition in medium-term.
The latter attitudes have supported the opinion subject to further restructuring and
liberalisation of the economy.

In the beginning of 1990 the government of Poland decided to pursue a reform programme
known as the Balcerowicz Plan. It was planned with the help of Western experts, but grew out
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of Poland’s own resolve not to repeat the mistakes of previous economic reforms. The plan
was to avoid gradual transformation and instead to implement hard-hitting stabilisation
measures.

The main points of the Balcerowicz Plan were:

1. macroeconomic stabilisation;
2. deregulation of prices and economic activity;
3. integration to the world economy by liberalising foreign trade;
4. privatisation.

This economic shock treatment brought about contraction of economic activity in 1990-1992;
a decline in GDP, real wages and employment and an increase in interest rates. However,
another aim was to achieve a balanced budget, and this was achieved.

The reform programme met strong opposition. It is argued that the harsh policy later brought
about the fastest economic growth among the transition economies. On the other hand,
economists also agree that dismantling the centrally planned economy has proven more
difficult than expected. High unemployment has especially generated severe opposition of the
Polish people as well as of other former communist countries.

The Polish economy developed rather favourably in the 1990s with a GDP growth of 6.8% in
1997. The growth of GDP however decreased to still rather high 4% in 2000 and the economy
was facing a serious slowdown in 2001, when the growth during first half was around mere
1%. So far production has been increasing steadily due to both foreign and domestic demand,
but now domestic demand has started to decrease. Private consumption on particular has
declined due to moderate growth in real wages and rising unemployment. However, the good
performance of the economy in previous years has not solved all the instabilities of the
economy and therefore it is important to continue restructuring.

Even though growth has been favourable, it has not compensated for the continuously rising
unemployment caused by the transition policies. The unemployment rate decreased to 10.6%
in 1998 but has been increasing since being already 16.1% at the end of 2000. During the first
quarter of 2001, the unemployment rate rose to 18.2%. This rise has been brought about by a
new round of labour shedding, aimed at preserving competitiveness. The problem is
deteriorated by the fact that only a minority of unemployed receives any unemployment
benefits, which further hinders domestic demand.

Inflation has traditionally been relatively high in Poland in 1990s. However, after averaging
10.1% in 2000, the rise in the national consumer price index was curbed to 6.9% in
September 2001.

Although domestic demand has been decreasing in Poland, its external trade performance has
been good. Export volumes increased about 15% in 2000 and this development continued in
the first quarter of 2001 with a growth of 18% compared to same time period previous year.
Even though Poland is more domestic market orientated than other transition countries of the
Northern Dimension region, its trade integration with European Union is very high with
merchandise exports to EU representing 70% of total exports. Current account deficit
decreased to 6.3% in 2000 from 8.1% in 1999. This deficit has been largely financed by the
inflow of foreign direct investment. The budget deficit, on the other hand, has been increasing
moderately to 3.5% of GDP in 2000 and it is expected to continue rising in 2001 as the
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government has already revised their deficit target for 2001 to 3.9% due to lower growth and
lower inflation.

The most remarkable structural reform has been a strong privatisation process. For example,
during 1999 150 and in 2000 165 enterprises were sold to the private sector. The revenue
from these divestments has exceeded budgeted values and it has been used to finance a
welfare service reform, started in 1999, and to secure future growth potential. In some sectors,
such as the steel industry and agriculture, the progress has been slower. However, by the end
of May 2001 the Agricultural Property Agency had sold or leased 95% of the land that was
taken over at the beginning of the transition process. The estimations are that 70% of state
owned enterprises will be either wound down or sold by the end of year 2002.

The banking sector was liberalised in the middle 1990s and privatisation has supported
strongly the economic growth in this sector. Although commercial banks nowadays dominate
the market, the government still holds ownership in 7 institutions, of which PKO Bank Polski
SA and Bank Gospodarstwa Krajowego SA hold over 30% of total bank deposits. 46 banks
have foreign ownership majority representing the rest of the total assets.

In Poland there are no legal barriers to establishing new enterprises. For example, in 2000
more than 12.000 new firms were launched, which form about 9% of the overall enterprise
base. In 1999 a law on economic operation was approved, which provides a businesslike
operational environment for firms and enterprise as well as similar possibilities for both
domestic and foreign firms and prevents the government’s intervention in entrepreneurship.
The SME’s do represent the driving force in the economy, but the level of innovation and
difficulties in accessing finance prevent them from operating efficiently. Property rights are
clearly established and transferable, which facilitates inflow of foreign direct investments.
However, bankruptcy procedures are still rather slow and therefore the exit of firms is
inefficient.

Remarkable results have also been achieved concerning the tax reform. In the autumn of
1999, a wide and ambitious tax system was set up, in which the base for taxation was
broadened, taxes were cut and the legislation and administration were simplified. The system
however confronted political pressure and personal taxation was left out for later discussion.
State aid in both private and state-owned firms presents the major source of market distortion,
although the new State aid law, accepted in January 2001, is aiming at bringing Poland closed
to international standards. Also non-tariff barriers still exist.

The most important challenge facing Poland is establishing an infrastructure of high quality to
ensure competitiveness and to remove the bottlenecks of the infrastructure to ensure further
growth potential. As the rate of investments is rather high (25% of the GDP), their allocation
is an important issue. It will be more difficult to secure the financing for investments in the
future. However, the Regulatory Report 2001 of the European Union states that “Poland is a
functioning market economy” but it should continue and intensify “its present reform efforts
in consistent policy environment” to be able to adjust to competitive pressure and market
forces within the Union.

In Poland The Strategy of Public Finance and Economic Development for Poland 2000-2001
was approved by the Ministry of Finance in 1999. There, the most important tasks to achieve
“a rapidly developing, stable, competitive, free market economy based on private ownership
and entrepreneurship” are defined as follows:
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• Substantial narrowing of the development and standard of living gap between Poland and
Western European countries.

• A permanent solution of the unemployment problem by creation of three to four million
new jobs.

• Making full use of the opportunities created by the EU.

The last task is closely related to the accession process but concerns also the Northern
Dimension. Poland has criticised the activities related to the Northern Dimension for being
too concentrated in the Russian Federation.

In order to perform the tasks, Poland is going to use both structural and fiscal policy
instruments as well as legal and regulatory instruments. Such structural policy instruments are
privatisation and restructuring of state-owned enterprises, shaping labour market efficiency
and flexibility, the “four reforms” concerning the public finance. Fiscal policy instruments
include controlling the size of budget deficit or surplus, the relation of public sector revenue
and GDP, public spending on development and public spending, and furthermore, reforming
tax system. In addition, measures for determining the quality of the legal and regulatory
environment should be developed.

In addition to the tasks mentioned before, accession to the European Union is a long term
objective for Poland.

3.3 Russian Federation

With the Northern Dimension, Russia seeks to promote Pan-European co-operation in a wide
context and these aims are specified in the documents prepared for the Helsinki Summit.
More than other countries, Russia stresses the co-operation in areas of security and neutrality
of Northern Europe (OSCE14) alongside the economic aspects

In economic co-operation, the focus is on special issues concerning infrastructure,
exploitation of natural resources, and environment. In these areas the regional co-operation
has an important role, however in such way that an economic discrimination and unnecessary
borderlines within the EU and Russian Federation are prevented. Russia considers the ND a
form of strategic co-operation rather than a mere collection of separate export-orientated
projects. Taking this into account, several institutional aspects, structure and development of
markets and the operational environment of enterprises are to be handled by the economic co-
operation.

Russia has also defined the region for co-operation within the ND. It includes the following
regions of the Northwest Russia: the Republics of Karelia and Komi, the Oblasts of
Arkhangelsk, Vologdan, Kaliningrad, Leningrad, Murmansk, Novgorod and Pskov, Nenets
Autonomous Okrog and the region of St. Petersburg. Furthermore, Russia emphasises that the
provinces of Northern Germany should also take part in the co-operation. It has also presented
that Belarus should be included in the ND, due to close historical connections to the Nordic
Countries.

The possibilities for economic co-operation should be exploited to reform the structure of the
Russian economy and to remove barriers to trade, instead of merely exploiting the existing
                                                
14 OSCE = Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe.
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natural resources. Technological and industrial co-operation including joint production,
subcontracting and production programmes are the specific objects for co-operation. The
commercialisation of research and development is also considered important.

The Russian Federation considers the enlargement process of the EU an important part of the
ND process. For example, the Baltic States and Poland should already before membership be
given a similar structure of co-operation in the border areas to the ones that exist between
Russia and the EU on the Finnish-Russian border.

Financing the projects in Russia has been difficult for IFIs because even though there has
been the right blend of financing of IFIs and local contributors with contributor grant funds, it
has been hampered by the lack of suitable funding arrangements. Furthermore, there has not
been a fully functioning co-operative and concerted approach by all parties involved. On the
other hand, IFIs have a long-standing experience of operating in the region and substantial
financial resources. Russia is a member of most IFIs and they have a local presence in the
Federation. These strengths have however remained scattered due to lack of co-operation
between the participants.

Availability of sovereign guarantees on loans by local authorities and the general limitations
for local authorities to borrow in foreign currencies are issues that may create a barrier to
operations in Russian Federation and therefore may demand further discussions with Russian
authorities.

The strategic goals of the Russian Federation mentioned before are closely related to the
ambitions to reform the economy, which are detailed in the latest Development Strategy for
Russian Federation.

3.3.1 Economic preconditions of Russian Federation

In this part we are going to look briefly at the development of Russian economy during the
ten last years. A more specific account for economic situation in the North-West Russian
regions and for the federal budget code can be found in the annexes.

The reforms of Russia during the last ten years have been great and have reached deep into
the structure of the society in some areas such as privatisation. The democratic progress that
has been begun has turned out to be rather resistant to various economic, political and social
crises. Transition into a market economy has been now. Liberalisation of prices and wages,
abolishing of government’s total control, privatisation of small and medium size enterprises
and liberalisation of trade have been necessary reforms in order to turn into a market
economy.

Although these reforms have taken place, they have been incomplete in many ways. As a
consequence, several economic incentives have remained weak and the favourable overall
development has had some setbacks. Constitutional protection of property, rules for bargains,
complicated and bureaucratic tax system and institutional framework for legislation are still
unaccomplished when it comes to converting to a fully operating market economy. Several
enterprises and other organisations profit from subsidies and privileges. The operational
environment for the administration is undeveloped and position of shareholders and creditors
is insecure. Various unnecessary rules and incoherent actions of the authorities present
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barriers to entrepreneurship. There also exists confusion between the central and local
administration about the division of responsibilities.

In Russia a legislative basis is created to regulate nationalisation and to transform companies
with 100% stake of government ownership into private corporations with a budget effective
private ownership. In 1995 there still was 10 000 large government owned companies. By that
time the mass privatisation was over and most new businesses were already registered. More
than 75 000 small business had been privatised by year 1995. A detailed privatisation
program, aiming at reducing the amount of state-owned companies from 27 000 to 3 000 over
the next few years, has been prepared but not submitted yet.

The Russian economy was growing rather well during year 2000 and the prospects for growth
seem good due to increasing domestic demand. The current account has improved, which has
created money supplies in the official financing system to improve liquidity. This has
happened even though a great amount of assets is spent on settling the foreign debt. The
growing surplus of trade creates inflationary pressure for the economy with the present
nominal exchange rate. There is also surplus in the federal budget on cash basis, although the
presented official budget is balanced.

Growth of the Russian economy (3.2% in 1999) continues and the GDP increased by 7.7%
during 2000. Annual growth of industrial production was 10% in October but decreased to a
mere 2.5% in December. Of particular importance is, that investments in fixed capital have
increased by 17.4% compared to year before. The growth is still generated by few sectors that
are export-orientated and complement imports. Considering the basic problems of the
economy, it is beneficial that domestic production of investment goods is increasing
remarkably. Light industry, ferro-metallurgy, engineering and pharmaceutical industry have
also performed well. Although the strong growth is partly explained by low GDP after the
crisis in 1998, the development in 1999 and 2000 has been stronger than merely recovering
from the crisis.

Higher export prices, especially of oil, have contributed to the trade balance surplus.
Especially oil, gas, metallurgy and chemical industries have benefited from the rising prices.
However, highest growth (34%) has been achieved in light industry. Also household incomes
and expenditure have been rising slightly, which reflects the changes in real wages and retire
allowances as well as in other sources of income. For example, in the beginning of year 2000,
wages had increased by 23% and retirement allowances by 22% (compared to the previous
year). The rise in purchasing power has occurred partly because the government has been able
to pay wage and pension arrears.

Although the economic situation has been relatively good in the short term, in medium term
there exist great sources of insecurity. The growth of industrial production has decelerated in
the beginning of 2001, which implies a more moderate total increase in GDP for that year.
This is due to an inability to reinvest the revenues from the growth. The fixed capital is
mostly outdated, the environment for investments is still unfavourable and increase in
domestic demand is mainly directed towards imports. The profitability of many Russian
enterprises, especially in energy and transportation sectors, is still based on low, subsidised
domestic prices. In these sectors, prices have increased by 14% and 34% respectively. In the
same time period, consumer prices have doubled so that they are at a relatively low level.
Despite the restricted rise in energy and transportation prices, and a slight increase in the
value of rouble, the average profitability of enterprises decreased during the second quarter of
the year 2000. The pressure on the rouble and prises, together with fluctuating world market
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prices and the internal factors mentioned before, have created remarkable insecurity about
economic development and increased pressure to make institutional and other structural
reforms in the medium term.

The new Budget law accepted in Russia prevents communities and regions from accepting
foreign loans, which affects a lot the operations of the IFIs as they can only disburse money to
projects where the receiver is a private operator. This partly explains the observation that
regions in North West Russia have received only small amounts of disbursed loans as there
are too few private operators in that region.

3.3.2 Social and Economic Development Plans

The social and economic development of Russia is based on the ”Strategy on Russian
federation development Through 2010” and more specifically ”The Action Plan for the
realisation of the Strategy for 2000 – 2001”. In it the exploitation of the improved
macroeconomic situation is accepted. The aim of the socio-economic policy is to increase the
living standards of the population, decrease the social inequality and rebuild political and
economic role of Russia world-wide.

The main priority of social policy is “human investments” – funding health services,
education and culture, and improving the pension provision mechanism, insurance system and
the work force mobility. The economic policy is aimed to promote an advantageous business
climate, conducting predictable and growth-motivating macroeconomic policy.

The structural policy will reorient from supporting non-effective enterprises to infrastructure
development, work force mobility provision as well as promoting innovation and
informational sectors.

The main perspectives of the social policy are:

• supporting socially weak households;
• providing public access to the basic social goods (mainly medical care and education);
• creating economic conditions for work force to increase the level of social consumption;
• providing effective concentration and use of the population and companies’ capital.

The aims of economic modernisation are to achieve rapid economic growth based on internal
factors of competitiveness, changes in the economic structure.

The main measures to be taken are to create a legislative basis for advantageous investment
and business climate, to balance the government resources and government obligations and a
more effective use of government resources use. That includes:

• tax reduction,
• increasing the effectiveness of tax and customs systems,
• balancing and increasing the effect of the budget system,
• restructuring of monopolies,
• developing financial infrastructure,
• promoting Russia’s integration into the global economy.

The last aim basically means successful co-operation based on EU-Russia Partnership and
Cooperation Agreement as well as Russia’s entrance to the WTO.
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The aims can be achieved only by creating new and amending the existing legislation, which
overloads legislature and ratification bodies and slows down the reformation process. Many of
the project laws due to the Action plan were prepared but not ratified and need to be further
developed. To follow the Action plan, the main amount of work moves to the end of year
2001.
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4 The International Financial Institutes Operating in the

Northern Dimension Region

International Financial Institutions are non-governmental organisations, which operate
according to the principles of commercial banks. They do not offer grants but grant loans,
which however have lower interest rates and are often longer-term than loans from
commercial banks. The IFIs operate with the capital subscribed to them by the owners:
usually governments and sometimes also the EU. In addition to this capital, they borrow
money from commercial capital markets and then lend it forward to their lenders.

The IFIs have an independent operative administration, but the owners usually gather together
few times a year to negotiate the operation policy. As the EU and especially Nordic countries
strongly promote the Northern Dimension, they affect the decisions of the banks they own,
such as NIB, EIB and EBRD.

The size of the four largest IFIs can be seen from Table 3. Rather surprisingly, the European
Investment Bank (EIB) is world widely the largest lender, followed by the World Bank Group
(WB)15. The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) as well as the WB
do not grant loans at all to the more developed countries in the ND region, whereas the EIB
has not been granting loans to the Russian Federation before year 2001. The Nordic
Investment Bank on the other hand focuses on granting loans to the Nordic countries and the
neighbouring regions, and therefore is a major actor in the ND.

Table 3 Outstanding loans altogether at 31.12.2000, € million
IFI Bank-wide
EBRD 7,507.3
EIB 198,918.0
NIB 9,228.0
WB 120,104.7

Table 4 displays the annual average loans disbursed to the transition economies of the region.
Estonia has received annually altogether almost 5 % of GDP from the four IFIs whereas
Poland merely 1.5 %. These figures should be kept in mind when we later survey the absolute
amounts of loans, in which the amounts received by for example by Estonia seem rather low
compared to Poland or Russian Federation.

Table 4 Annual average loans disbursed to transition economies in Northern Dimension
region per GDP

IFI Estonia Latvia Lithuania Poland Russia
EIB 0.5 % 0.6 % 0.4 % 0.3 % 0.0 %
EBRD 4.0 % 1.9 % 2.1 % 1.0 % 1.2 %
NIB 0.2 % 0.1 % 0.1 % 0.0 % 0.0 %
WB 0.1 % 0.7 % 0.5 % 0.2 % 0.9 %
Total 4.8 % 3.3 % 3.1 % 1.5 % 2.1 %

                                                
15   The figure for World Bank includes loans granted by the IBRD and IDA.
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4.1 European Investment Bank EIB

The European Investment Bank (EIB) was set up in 1958 in the Treaty of Rome as part of the
decision to establish the European Union. It is owned by the Member States which all
subscribe to its capital. The EIB operates as a bank and raises most of its fund on capital
markets. It on-lends these resources on a non-profit basis at interest rates reflecting its
borrowing costs. Although the EIB is owned by the EU Member States, it is financially
independent and is not funded from the Union’s budget. Table 5 shows that the four largest
EU Member states subscribe for over 70% of the Bank’s capital.

Table 5 Structure of EIB ownership. Source: EIB.
Owner € million share
Germany 17,766.36 17.8 %
France 17,766.36 17.8 %
Italy 17,766.36 17.8 %
Great Britain 17,766.36 17.8 %
Spain 6,530.66 6.5 %
Belgium 4,924.71 4.9 %
Netherlands 4,924.71 4.9 %
Sweden 3,267.06 3.3 %
Denmark 2,493.52 2.5 %
Austria 2,444.65 2.4 %
Finland 1,404.54 1.4 %
Greece 1,335.82 1,3 %
Portugal 860.86 0.9 %
Ireland 623.38 0.6 %
Luxembourg 124.68 0.1 %
Total 100,000.00 100.0 %

The EIB operates in 150 countries outside the EU and in all the countries of the ND. In 2000
the Bank invested €30 billion inside the EU and €6 billion outside the EU of which almost €3
billion to the Accession countries.

The EIB finances projects, which meet the Union policy objectives, the main focus of its
lending activities being within the EU Member States. Outside the Union, the Bank
participates in implementing the Union's development aid and co-operation policies through
long-term loans from own resources or subordinated loans and risk capital from the EU or the
Member States' budgetary funds. During the last few years one of the main objectives has
been to support the enlargement policy of the EU.

At the end of year 2000 the outstanding loans of the EIB were €198,918 million.

4.1.1 EIB’s strategy for the Northern Dimension

EIB has no official strategy for the Northern Dimension. Co-operation with Russia has just
started after the conference in Stockholm in late April 2001 where the EIB got permission
from the owner countries to start operation on the field of environmental investments. The
amount of €100 million is granted to projects in Russia, but the EIB needs a mandate from the
owners for every project separately before it can start any operations. Therefore, the mandate
is not a carte blanche for lending but the projects will be assessed and approved on a case-by-
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case basis and they will have to be environment orientated. Therefore the first project of
financing water treatment in St. Petersburg is still waiting to be started. Also a guarantee from
the owners is needed, as the EIB does not grant loans without guarantee.

The EIB has also committed itself to participating in the co-operation between all the IFIs in
the Northern Dimension Environment Partnership. Through co-operation and co-financing the
EIB is ensuring reasonable risk sharing and appropriate project conditionality. The operation
will concentrate on environmental projects although the Bank has been asked to invest also in
other areas such as energy or transportation. At the moment mandate has been granted only
for environmental projects. However, in the Baltic countries and in Poland the EIB has
operated since 1992 and will continue the operation with the same strategy used since.

EIB will not increase its volume of lending even though it is asked to participate in various
projects. In the future, it will concentrate in core activities such as Trans-European Networks,
environment, small and medium-sized enterprises, high technology and human capital.
Especially Accession Countries outside the Union are priority areas.

4.1.2 The EIB operations in the Northern Dimension region

Table 6 gives the allocation of EIB loans disbursed in 1991-2000. The share loaned to the
Northern Dimension region in this time period has been in average 9%. There can be seen a
slight shift towards increasing loans to the region: 1991-1996 the share was 8% and 1997-
2000 10%.

Table 6 Share of EIB loans to the Northern Dimension region. Source: EIB
€ million (ECU before 1998) 1991-2000 1991-1996 1997-2000
Total loans 240,205.0 116,617.0 123,588.0
Loans to the ND region 21,181.0 9,300.4 11,880.6
Share 9 % 8 % 10 %

Table 7 shows the volumes of total money flows from EIB to Northern Dimension region.
Altogether over €21 billion has been allocated to the region of which major share has been
received by the member countries. Figures 3a and 3b reveal the distribution between EU
Member Countries, Accession Countries and the Partner Countries. From here can also be
seen the change in distribution: EU members (from 65.7% to 69.3%) and Accession Countries
(from 16.2% to 23.3%) have increased their share of the loans whereas Partner Countries
(Iceland and Norway) have greatly disadvantaged from the change (from 18.1% to 7.4%).

Table 7 Value of EIB loans disbursed to Northern Dimension region in 1991-2000, in 
€ million. Source: EIB

€ million 1991-1996 1997-2000 1991-2000
Estonia 68.0 97.0 165.0
Latvia 31.0 172.0 203.0
Lithuania 101.0 141.0 242.0
Poland 1,311.0 2,358.0 3,669.0
Denmark 4,506.2 3,386.2 7,892.4
Finland 479.3 2,110.9 2,590.2
Sweden 1,123.4 2,732.0 3,855.4
Iceland & Norway 1,680.5 883.5 2,564.0
Total ND 9,300.4 11,880.6 21,181.0
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Figure 1a,b. Distribution of EIB loans to Northern Dimension region disbursed in 1991-1996
and 1997-2000, respectively, in per cent. Source: EIB

Figures 1a and 1b reveal the change in annual disbursements of EIB. The annual loans to the
Northern Dimension region have almost doubled whereas bank-wide there is a 50% increase.
Figure 2 shows same figures per country. Especially the amount of loans received by Finland
and Sweden from EIB has increased since their joining the European Union in 1995. The
accession countries (Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and Poland) have all almost doubled their
loans from EIB.16 Of these, the amount received by Latvia has increased most.

Average of annual EIB disbursements to 
Northern Dimension region and bank-wide

0 5000 10000 15000 20000 25000 30000 35000

Northern
Dimension

Bank-wide

€ million

1991-1996
1997-2000

1991-1996 1550,1 19436,2

1997-2000 2970,2 30897,0

Northern Dimension Bank-wide

Figure 2 Average of annual EIB loan disbursements to Northern Dimension region and
bank-wide, 1991-1996 and 1997-2000, in € million. Source: EIB

                                                
16 As EIB has operated in these countries only since 1992, the figure 1991-1996 is actually annual average of

1992-1996.
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Annual average of EIB loans to ND region
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Figure 3 Distribution of EIB loans to Northern Dimension region disbursed in 
1991-2000, € million. Source: EIB

Table 8 aims at showing the relative amount of annual loans compared to the GDP of each
country in the ND region. Latvia seems to be gaining greatest amount with loans amounting
0.6% of GDP whereas Iceland and Norway gain 0.2% with the rest of countries receiving
from 0.3% to 0.5% of GDP.

Table 8 Annual loan/GDP.17 Source: EIB, EBRD and own calculations
annual loans / GDP

Estonia 0.5 %
Latvia 0.6 %
Lithuania 0.4 %
Poland 0.3 %
Finland 0.4 %
Denmark 0.5 %
Sweden 0.3 %
Iceland & Norway 0.2 %

Finally, from Figure 4 we can see the distribution of EIB loans between the sectors. These
figures include only the Accession Countries of the ND region. Transportation projects have
received major part, 43.2%, of all loans. Projects to facilitate telecommunication have
received one fifth of the loans whereas energy sector, infrastructure and environmental

                                                
17 Constituted as follows: annual loan = loans from 1997-2000 divided by 5. GDP figures are from 1999. Source:

EIB, EBRD and own calculations.
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projects have received less attention. EIB has also contributed almost a fifth of its loans to
financial institutions, which are expected to further distribute the money to smaller projects
within the region. From the appendix can be seen the sectoral distribution of loans within the
countries.

Distribution of EIB loans to Accession Countries 
in Northern Dimensio region 1992-2000

Transport
43,2 %

Energy
8,3 %

Environment 
3,0 %

Financial 
institutions

17,6 %

Infrastructure
7,2 %

Tele-
communication

20,7 %

Figure 4  Sectoral distribution of EIB disbursed to Accession Countries within the Northern
 Dimension region 1992-2000, in percent. Source: EIB

4.2 European Bank for Reconstruction and Development EBRD

EBRD was established in 1990 in response to major changes in the political and economic
climate in Central and Eastern Europe. It was created to support the development of market
economies in the region after a widespread collapse of communist regimes, and still today its
core business is financing of projects that advance the transition to market economies. The
target area of investments is naturally in Central and Eastern Europe.

EBRD has 60 members, which include 58 countries, the European Community and the
European Investment Bank. It has 27 countries of operations that it seeks to help to implement
structural and sectoral economic reforms through promoting competition, privatisation and
entrepreneurship. It attempts to take into account the particular needs of countries at different
stages of transition. EBRD operates within the Northern Dimension in Estonia, Latvia,
Lithuania, Poland and Russian Federation.
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Table 9 Structure of EBRD Ownership18

€ million Share of total
European Community 600.0 3.0 %
EIB 600.0 3.0 %
EU Members 10,162.0 51.6 %
EFTA Members 730.0 3.7 %
CEE Countries 1,260.0 6.4 %
Former SU 1,200.0 6.1 %
Rest of the OECD 4,953.5 25.2 %
Others 184.0 0.9 %
Total 19,689.5 100.0 %

EBRD finances projects in both private and public sectors although the main focus is on the
private sector and small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). It provides direct funding for
financial institutions, infrastructure and industry and commerce mainly through loans, equity
investments and guarantees. It also finances through intermediates which are categorised as
instruments for financing SMEs, credit lines, co-financing facilities, equity participation in
investment funds, trade facilities and equity participation in banks.

Through co-financing, EBRD is aiming at encouraging other financiers to participate in the
funding of projects. They practice co-financing in a form of joint or parallel financing,
syndication or syndicated participation.

The amount of outstanding loans of EBRD was at the end of year 2000 €5,540.5 million and
the amount of outstanding share investments19 was €1,966.8 million, altogether €7,507.3
million.

4.2.1 EBRD’s strategy for the Russian Federation

The main strategic orientation concerning Russian Federation is to support the confidence-
building process at the microeconomic level. EBRD also considers the following as key
sectoral priorities:

Corporate sector

The bank aims at expanding investments, establishing and demonstrating high standards of
business conduct, supporting foreign strategic investors and promoting high-tech companies.

                                                
18 The division of the 56 member countries is such: EU – Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, Germany,

Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, UK; EFTA – Iceland, Liechtenstein,
Norway, Switzerland; CEE – Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary,

Latvia, Lithuania, FYR Macedonia, Poland, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, FR Yugoslavia; Former SU –

Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgystan, Moldova, Russia, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan,

Ukraine, Uzbekistan; OECD – Australia, Canada, Japan, Korea, Mexico, New Zealand, Turkey, USA; Rest –

Cyprus, Egypt, Israel, Malta, Mongolia, Morocco. Source: EBRD.
19 Some of EBRD’s share investments provide the Bank with an option to redeem its investment for an interest-
based return with creditworthy counterparties and therefore have the risk characteristics associated with debt

instruments and are classified and accounted for as loans.
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Financial sector

The aim is at systematic reforms, promoting competition, achieving more effective corporate
governance and reducing the level of politicisation of the financial sector.

SMEs

The bank attempts to expand SME financing through existing wholesale channels (Russia
Small Business Fund, Regional Venture Funds and Direct Investment Facility), to focus
policy dialogue to achieve improvements in the policy framework and the legal and regulatory
environment for SMEs, and to collaboration with other institutions. This process has started
with the initiative of EBRD of establishing a Northern Dimension Environment Partnership,
which is arranged as a co-operation of all IFIs.

Infrastructure and environment

Bank investment will be linked to internal processes and organisational change at corporate
level that promote the broader reform agenda. Focus will be in state-owned infrastructure
which assists segments with strong influence on the overall investment climate, and for which
sovereign guarantees may be available, primarily rail and air navigation.

Regional approach

The Bank will sharpen its regional focus and enhance its impact through a pro-active and
more comprehensive approach in working with selected regions.20

4.2.2 Nuclear Safety Account

The EBRD administers three funds for nuclear safety: the Nuclear Safety Account (NSA), the
International Decommissioning Support Funds (IDSFs) for Bulgaria, Lithuania and the
Slovak Republic and the Chernobyl Shelter Fund (CSF). Altogether the contributors have
donated €1.5 billion to the five funds. Most relevant of these concerning the Northern
Dimension are the NSA and IDSF for Lithuania.

The NSA was established in July 1992 to improve the nuclear safety of the nuclear power
plants in central and Eastern Europe countries and to promote early closure of high-risk
reactors.21

The IDSF for Lithuania was set up in June 2000. The Fund aims at closing down Ignalina
Unit 1 before 2005 and later on Unit 2. At the same time pledges totalling €191 million were
secured from the European Commission, number of individual EU member countries22,
Norway Poland and Czech Republic. Partly a reason for establishing IDSF is the view of the
Lithuanian government: the decommissioning process [is] an issue that can only be solved in
an international context. The preamble of the Law reflects this: “Lithuania has inherited
Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant, which was constructed to solve energy supply problems of a
large part of Eastern Europe, and therefore the closure of the plant is not only Lithuania’s,
                                                
20 These regions are Perm, Samara, Vologda, St. Petersburg and Novgorod of which however only St. Petersburg

is within the Northern Dimension region.
21 Nuclear safety update, September 2000. http://www.ebrd.com/english/opera/nucsafe/nsupdaet.htm
22 These countries are: Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, Germany and Sweden.
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but also an international problem. The adoption of the present Law is based on the National
Energy Strategy”.

4.2.3 The EBRD operations in the Northern Dimension region

The division of loans disbursed by the EBRD can be seen from Table 9. A radical change has
taken place in here: 1991-1996 only 21% of total loans went to the ND region, whereas 1997-
2000 the same figure was already 61%. This development reflects the role of EBRD as
supporter of European Union’s policies. All of the transition countries in ND region have
been target areas of bank’s operations since the beginning. Table 10 includes the total amount
of loans disbursed to countries of the ND region in 1991-2000. Increase in disbursements has
been remarkable especially in Poland and in Northwest Russia.

Table 10 Share of loans disbursed to Northern Dimension region of all loans. 
Source: EBRD

€ million 1991-2000 1991-1996 1997-2000
Total loans 16 553.0 9 962.0 6 591.0
Loans to the ND region 6 187.9 2 138.2 4 049.7
share 37 % 21 % 61 %

Table 11 Total amount of EBRD loans disbursed to Northern Dimension region in
1991-2000, € million. Source: EBRD

€ million 1991-1996 1997-2000 1991-2000
Poland 303.8 1,584.5 1,888.3
Estonia 176.0 191.3 367.3
Lithuania 143.1 223.6 366.7
Latvia 181.3 123.3 304.6
Russian Federation 1,334.0 1,927.0 3,261.0
North West Russia 39.2 532.8 572.0
Total investments 2,138.2 4,049.7 6,187.9

Figure 4 shows the change in the average annual disbursements to the Northern Dimension
region. The change described above can be seen also from here. The value of annual loans to
ND countries has more than doubled while the value of annual average of bank-wide loans
has actually decreased. From Figure 5 can be seen that especially Poland and Northwest
Russia have gained a lot from the Northern Dimension policy. The annual loans to Poland in
1997-2000 were eight times the value of annual loans in 1991-1996. In Northwest Russia the
increase in loans has been even greater: Annual loans in 1997-2000 were over twenty times
the loans in earlier period. Annual loans to Lithuania have doubled; whereas increase in
annual loans to Estonia has been moderate and loans to Latvia have remained at around €30
million per year.
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Annual average loan disbursements 
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Figure 5 Annual average loans disbursements to Northern Dimension region and bank-
wide, 1991-1996 and 1997-2000, € million. Source: EBRD
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Figure 6 EBRD loans to the Northern Dimension region disbursed in 1991-2000, 
€ million. Source: EBRD

Figures 6a and 6b illustrate the change in distribution of EBRD loans between the countries in
ND. Whereas Russian Federation in total received over 60% of loans in 1991-1996, in 1997-
2000 the share has decreased to 48%. However, the share of Northwest Russia (NWR in
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figures) has increased from mere 1.8% in 1991-1996 to remarkable 13.2% in 1997-2000.
Poland has increased its share of loans whereas the shares of Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania
have decreased, presenting 4.7%, 3% and 5.5% respectively in the latter period.
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Figure 7a and b Distribution of EBRD loans to Northern Dimension region disbursed in
1991-1996, in per cent. Source: EBRD
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Figure 8 Sectoral distribution of EBRD loans disbursed to Northern Dimension region
1991-2000. Source: EBRD

Figure 8 depicts the distribution of EBRD loans between the various projects. Projects to
support trade, business co-operation and investment promotion have been the main target of
all loans with a total share of 56.2%. Energy and transport projects have received 16.1% and
13.3% of loans respectively whereas environmental projects, regional and cross-border co-
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operation and projects supporting telecommunication and information society have all
received a share of about 5%. Justice and home affairs seem to be a rather minor area of
operation for the EBRD.

EBRD has had a remarkable role in the development of transition economies, including the
southern regions of the Northern Dimension and Russia, towards a market economy. Lately
Bank has together with NIB and EIB proposed an establishment of a new Northern
Dimension Environmental Partnership which has gained a lot attention from the politicians of
the EU and of the ND countries. Mainly the attention has been positive and a lot is expected
from the partnership as well as from all the financial institutions in the development of ND
region.

In the Annual meeting in London April 2001, EBRD presented their future plans and
objectives as follows. They intend to continue the promotion of development towards
democracy and the market economy. The latter will be aimed at through private projects.
Thirdly they admit that the transition is not over even in the more advanced countries such as
Poland, Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania, the four accession countries. The president of the
EBRD, Mr Jean Lemierre, stated that the Bank will “remain committed to central Europe and
[they] shall maintain [their] level of activity there, but [they] shall do more elsewhere.”

4.3 Nordic Investment Bank NIB

Nordic Investment Bank (NIB) is an agreement between the Nordic Countries: Denmark,
Finland, Iceland, Norway and Sweden. The governments of these states agreed to set up NIB
in 1976 to strengthen and further develop the co-operation among the Nordic countries.

The Bank's member countries have subscribed to its authorised capital in proportion to their
gross national products. Sweden has about 38 per cent of authorised capital, while the
corresponding figure for Denmark is 22, Finland 19 and Norway 20. Iceland's share is about 1
per cent. Altogether the amount of authorised capital is €400 million, of which €394 million is
subscribed by the owners and the remainder consists of callable capital.

Table 12 Structure of NIB ownership. Source: NIB
Owner € million Share in %
Denmark 87 22 %
Finland 75 19 %
Iceland 4 1 %
Norway 79 20 %
Sweden 150 38 %
Total 394 100 %

In its lending activities to the Northern Dimension NIB emphasises infrastructure and
environmental investments together with cross-border integration of business and industry. It
gives high priority to investments furthering economic co-operation within the Nordic area.
Its primary purpose is to promote the growth of the Nordic economies and it does so by
financing projects of mutual interest for the borrower countries and the Nordic countries.
Most of NIB’s international lending is concerned with infrastructure investments, above all in
the energy and telecommunications sectors.
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Although NIB co-operates with over 30 transition and emerging economies, its priority areas
are the Baltic Sea and Barents Sea regions. The progress of the operations in Russia has been
slower even though Northwest Russia and Kola Peninsula present a major target for
environmental investments. These investments have been made in co-operation with other
IFIs such as EIB, EBRD and the World Bank. Also co-operation with NEFCO is an important
part of the Bank’s operations. Especially Kaliningrad and St. Petersburg have gained a lot of
attention from this co-operation and continue to be objects of interest.

NIB’s outstanding loans at the end of year 2000 were altogether €9,288.0 million and to the
ND region €7,616.3 million. Most of these loans are granted to the Nordic countries with
Poland as the largest borrower of the Central and East European countries. Outstanding loans
to Russia account only for €12 million.

4.3.1 NIB’s strategy for the Northern Dimension

NIB places specific importance on environmental investments in the region of the Northern
Dimension, especially in the Baltic States and Northwest Russia. It will continue its active
involvement in the various fields of the ND. Its strategy, however, is to contribute to the
economic development in the Nordic countries neighbouring areas which is specifically the
Northern Dimension. There is no specific strategy for the ND, but the area has traditionally
been an important part of the Bank’s operations as the opinions and policy implications of the
owner states naturally affect the operations of the Bank. NIB aims to continue its active
involvement in the ND region through both its own operations and co-operation with other
multilateral organisations.

Between 1992 and 2000 NIB had a specific Baltic Investment Programme (BIP). It was
established on the basis of a joint declaration signed by the Nordic and Baltic countries with a
purpose to promote economic development in the Baltic countries. Under this program NIB
had three main tasks:

• Granting Baltic Investment Loans (BIL).

• Providing the three Baltic investment banks with technical assistance.

• Subscribing shares in the Baltic investment banks.

The purpose of these tasks was to provide technical assistance and contribute equity for the
establishment of efficient financial institutions for SMEs and, directly through banks, to grant
loans for SME projects.

BIL was granted to various sectors of Baltic enterprise, main emphasis being on wood
manufacturing, telecommunications, export orientated manufacturing industry, chemical
industry and the service sector represented by hotel projects. The purpose of the Technical
Assistance Fund was to support the establishment and build-up of the three Baltic investment
banks and to make them important instruments for promoting the purpose of BIP. It
developed the local investment banks into viable financial institutions with specialised
expertise in raising and providing procurement and lending of long-term capital. The Equity
Investment Fund was set up to strengthen the capital base of the banks concerned, to
supplement technical assistance and to pilot the banks to sound commercial activities. What is
now left of the BIP is the closing of the Funds. However, it will remain one of the pillars on
which NIB activities in the Baltic countries will rest in the future.
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In Poland NIB supports the EU accession process by participating in the financing of relevant
infrastructure process. Development is needed particularly in the fields of environment,
energy and transportation. Outside Nordic area Poland is NIB’s second largest borrower.

As stated before, in Russia NIB concentrates on financing environmental investments with the
aim of reducing cross-border water and air pollution. During the year 2001 NIB has had many
important environmental projects in the planning stage or carried out in Northwest Russia
with the operational focus on water and wastewater treatment projects in St. Petersburg and in
Kaliningrad. The role of environmental projects in Northwest Russia will also increase in the
future due to Bank’s chairmanship of the Steering Group of the Northern Dimension
Environmental Partnership.

4.3.2 The NIB operations in the Northern Dimension region

The Northern Dimension region is the main region of operation for NIB. However, there has
been a slight change in the share of total disbursements received by the countries in the region
(see Table 12). The share has increased from 83% in 1991-1997 to 84.5% in 1997-2000.
When we look only at the transition economies in the region, there has also been a slight
increase in the share from 18.3% in 1991-1996 to 19% in the latter period, which explains the
increase in total loans to ND.  Table 13 shows the total values of NIB loans disbursed to the
region.

Table 13 Share of loans disbursed to Northern Dimension region of total loans. 
Source: NIB

€ million 1991-2000 1991-1996 1997-2000
Total disbursements 10,354.0 4,961.0 5,393.0
Disbursements to transition economies 1,930.9 908.3 1,022.6
Disbursements to ND region 8,671.9 4,116.9 4,555.0
share of transition economies 18.6 % 18.3 % 19,0 %
share of ND 83.8 % 83.0 % 84.5 %

Table 14 Total value of loans disbursed to Northern Dimension region in 1991-2000, 
€ million. Source: NIB

€ million 1991-1996 1997-2000 1991-2000
Sweden 1,570.3 1,593.8 3,164.1
Finland 1,260.2 1,045.7 2,305.9
Denmark 378.1 864.1 1,242.2
Poland 28.3 106.4 134.7
Estonia 10.9 45.9 56.8
Lithuania 4.3 38.5 42.8
Latvia 2.7 22.9 25.5
Norway 582.9 509.6 1,092.5
Iceland 279.2 299.3 578.5
Russian Federation23 0.0 0.0 0.0
Total disbursements 4,116.9 4,555.0 8,671.9

                                                
23 Even though NIB has not disbursed any loans to Russian Federation during the time period 1991-2000, they
have approved loans amounting altogether €28.9 million. These loans were still waiting to be disbursed at the

end of year 2000.
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Figure 9 displays the change in average annual disbursements. Bank-wide annual
disbursements have increased 50% whereas the average annual loans to Northern Dimension
region have almost tripled. Figure 10 shows the change in annual loans received by the ND
countries. The three EU member countries (Denmark, Finland and Sweden) have received
largest amounts per year, and Denmark and Sweden have also increased the value of their
loans most. However, since 1997 the Baltic countries have received annually relatively more
than the others compared to the previous time period. Increase in disbursements to Poland has
also been remarkable. The change in distribution of money flows is further examined in
Figures 11a and 11b. Even though the EU member countries have received stable 77-78% of
the NIB loans throughout the 1991-2000, the partner countries Iceland and Norway have
given up their from their share (decrease from 20.9% to 17.9%). This loss has gone to the
accession countries, which have increased their share from mere 1.1% to almost 5%. The high
share received by the Nordic countries is rather natural as NIB only grants loans to projects in
which any of these countries participates.

Average of annual disbursements to Northern 
Dimension region and bank-wide
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1991-1996 424,6 951,5

1997-2000 1131,5 1348,3

Northern Dimension Bank-wide

Figure 9 Average of annual NIB disbursements to Northern Dimension region and 
bank-wide in 1991-1996 and 1997-2000, € million. Source: NIB
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Average annual NIB loans to ND region
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Figure 10 Amount of loans disbursed to the Northern Dimension region in 1997-2000,
€ million. Source: NIB
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Distribution of outstanding NIB loans
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Figure 12 Distribution of outstanding NIB loans to Northern Dimension region 
at 31.12.2000, in percent. Source: NIB

NIB has been actively granting loans to projects, which promote energy sector, trade, business
co-operation and investment as well as transportation projects. These three sectors account for
83% of all outstanding loans. The rest is distributed to environmental and telecommunication
projects.

4.4 Nordic Environment Finance Corporation NEFCO

The Nordic Environmental Finance Corporation NEFCO was established in 1990 by the
Nordic countries Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway and Sweden to facilitate the
implementation of environmentally beneficial projects in the neighbouring region consisting
of Central and Eastern Europe24. The Baltic Sea and Barents Sea regions are prioritised and
all the projects should benefit also the Nordic countries, who subscribe for the capital. Table
15 shows the structure of NEFCO ownership.

Table 15 Structure of NEFCO ownership at 31.12.2001. Source: NEFCO
€ at 31.12.2000 % share

Denmark 16,670,416.12 22.7 %
Finland 13,751,715.00 18.8 %
Iceland 808,541.35 1.1 %
Norway 14,263,058.19 19.5 %
Sweden 27,808,931.10 37.9 %

73,302,661.76 100.0 %

                                                
24 NEFCO can take part in projects that take place in Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary, Estonia,

Latvia, Lithuania, Russian Federation, Belarus or Ukraine.
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NEFCO finances small and medium-sized projects. Its operations concentrate in Baltic
countries and Poland whereas financing in Russian Federation is limited to “soft financing” as
the new budget law in Russia prevents communities and regions from accepting foreign
investments.

The focus of NEFCO operations is on the following four categories:

• Modernisation of industrial and energy production processes.
• Production of equipment for pollution abatement, metering, improved energy efficiency

etc.
• Environmental services and corporatised service enterprises.
• Planning and consulting services, consulting and engineering firms.

The financial instruments of NEFCO include subscriptions of equity and shares, which are
used to facilitate mobilisation of the necessary equity base for a project. If NEFCO decides to
subscribe equity, it participates in the project as a partner. Other instruments are medium and
long-term loans and guarantees, usually provided on market terms.

In 1996 the Nordic countries established the Nordic Environmental Development Fund which
is now administered by NEFCO. The Fund aims at providing financing on concessionary
terms for environmental projects in NEFCO’s area of operation in the Barents and the Baltic
Sea Region. New projects of the Fund also include a pilot project in Russia, which is the
location of many acute environmental problems.

NEFCO also co-finances projects with other IFIs on a regular basis focusing on the
environmental aspects of the projects. This kind of co-operation has occurred already with
Nordic Investment Bank and with PHARE- and ISPA-programmes of the European Union.
NEFCO already administrated the PHARE Large Scale Infrastructure Investment Facility of
€26 million and has implied interest in further co-operation with the European Commission.

4.4.1 The NEFCO operations in the Northern Dimension region

NEFCO grants loans only to environmental projects. Money flows from NEFCO to Northern
Dimension totalled almost €40 million in 1991-2000 (see Table 16). Of these €25.1 million
were loans and €14.6 million equity capital. There has been a clear shift from equity capital
funding to loan disbursement between early years of operation (1991-1996) and the time
period after founding of the ND policy (1997-2000).

Table 16 NEFCO loans disbursed to the Northern Dimension region 1991-2000, 
€ million. Source: NEFCO

€ million 1991-1996 1997-2000 1991-2000
Estonia 0.9 4.0 4.9
Latvia 0.6 6.8 7.4
Lithuania 1.0 3.7 4.7
Poland 1.4 5.3 6.7
Russian Federation 0.0 1.4 1.4
Loans total 3.9 21.2 25.1
Equity capital 10.7 3.9 14.6
Northern Dimension total 14.6 25.1 39.7
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Figure 13 shows the development of average annual loans disbursed to ND region. Loans to
all countries have increased remarkably, which is natural after a clear increase in total
lending. So far Latvia seems to have been the largest received with more than a €1.5 million
loan annually. Most of these projects have been water and wastewater projects of the
municipalities. Most of loans received by Lithuania have been Cleaner Production projects to
increase efficiency of energy usage and to reduce pollution. Poland has received €1.3 million
annually in the latter period and Estonia €1 million. Loans to Russian Federation have started
to increase but are still remarkably smaller than to other countries in the region. However, a
great amount of projects have either accepted or negotiated, but not disbursed yet. The
situation with loans to Russia is similar to other IFIs; loans have been accepted but their
enforcement is problematic. Operations in Baltic countries and Poland, where the water and
wastewater projects are a priority, are easier and therefore they acquire a major share of all
disbursements.
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Figure 13 Disbursed NEFCO loans to Northern Dimension region in 1991-1996 and
1997-2000, € million. Source: NEFCO

The ND policy has not affected the operations of NEFCO as the area is its natural area of
operation. However, the policy and especially the establishment of the NDEP affect the
general attitude towards environmental projects and therefore facilitate NEFCO’s operations.

4.5 World Bank Group WB

The World Bank Group (WB) was founded in 1944 to fight poverty and to help people to help
themselves and their environment by providing resources, knowledge, building capacity and
forging partnerships. It consists of five institutions: the International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development (IBRD), the International Development Association (IDA), the
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International Finance Corporation (IFC), the Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency
(MIGA) and the International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID).

183 member countries, that are the shareholders and carry the ultimate decision-making
power, own WB. The total capital stock is US$2,357,552 to which all the member countries
have subscribed. 175 of these 183 are also members of the IFC. The WBO works in more
than 100 developing economies focusing on helping the poorest countries and their people. It
emphasises the need for investing in people, focusing on social development, inclusion,
governance and institution-building, protecting the environment, supporting private business
development and promoting reforms to create a stable macroeconomic environment. As other
IFIs, the WB operates as a bank and it does not give grants but offers loans at lower interest
rates.

Of the five World Bank institutions mainly IBRD and IFC operate in the region of Northern
Dimension. IBRD provides market-based loans and development assistance to middle-income
countries and creditworthy poorer countries. IFC promotes growth in the developing world by
financing private sector investments, mobilising capital in international financial markets and
providing technical assistance and advice to governments and businesses. It participates only
in private sector ventures and therefore shares same risk as other investors. IFC also invests in
equity with market pricing policies; it does not accept government guarantees and is profit-
orientated. With its presence it aims at promoting private investments in developing countries.

In April 1998 the WB strengthened its co-operation with the European Commission and other
international institutions involved in the development of the Accession Countries by signing a
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU). The World Bank’s primary focus is economic
development, growth and poverty reduction. Of the countries in the Northern Dimension WB
operates only in the Baltic States, Poland and Russian Federation. IFC has created two
specific projects in the ND region. In Poland they worked from 1991-1996 providing finance
and advisory services. In 1997 Russia Leasing Development Group was established to assist
the Russian Government in improving the legislative and economic environment for leasing.

4.5.1 The World Bank Organisation’s operations in the Northern Dimension region

IBRD is one of the major operators in Northern Dimension region. Altogether within the time
period 1990-2000 IBRD allocated loans amounting to almost €15 billion to the region (see
Table 17). Of them over €10 billion went to Russian Federation and more than €4 billion to
Poland. Estonia has received by far less than the others, almost €116 million in 11 years.

Table 17 Values of IBRD loans disbursed to ND region in 1990-2000, € million. 
Source: WBO

€ million 1990–1996 1997–2000 1990–2000
Estonia 90.6 25.3 115.9
Latvia 118.2 155.9 274.1
Lithuania 206.4 175.9 382.3
Poland 3,283.1 968.9 4,252.0
Russian Federation 5,228.5 4,844.8 10,073.4
Total ND 8,836.3 6,145.5 14,981.8

Figure 14 presents the average annual loans disbursed by IBRD. Russian Federation has
received the largest volumes with an over US$1.2 billion annual loan in average in the latter
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period. IBRD has also increased their disbursements to Latvia and Lithuania; the average
annual loan to Latvia has more than doubled. However, the loans to Poland and Estonia have
been cut in the latter period, so that both received annually less than a half of the values
disbursed before.
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Figure 14 IBRD loans to Northern Dimension region disbursed in 1990-1996 and 1997-
2000; average annual amount in € million. Source: World Bank Organisation

Russian Federation has received annually most also from IFC with over US$ 82 million. The
other countries have received around US$15 million annually, with a bit larger amount going
to Poland than to the Baltic countries. IFC disbursements to Estonia have exceeded the
amounts flowing into other Baltic countries, contrary to the development of IBRD
disbursements. Also surprising is the small amount of annual disbursements to Poland
compared to the remarkably smaller Baltic economies. It could be stated, that the World Bank
Organisations view Estonia more developed as it is investing more through IFC than IBRD.

Table 18 Values of IFC loans disbursed to Northern Dimension region 1996-2000.
Source: World Bank Organisation

€ million 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 1996-2000
Estonia 5.2 12.0 - 15.6 35.9 68.7
Latvia 1.1 21.3 35.7  - - 58.1
Lithuania - - - 20.9 46.3 67.2
Poland 7.4 32.8 16.9 16.6 - 73.6
Russian Federation 49.5 13.3 99.5 141.7 74.7 378.7
Total 63.2 79.3 152.1 194.8 156.9 646.3
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Figure 15 Average annual IFC disbursements to Northern Dimension region in 
1996-2000, US$ million. Source: World Bank Organisation

Figures 16a and 16b show the change in distribution of WB loans to ND region between
partner countries (Russian Federation) and the accession countries. As stated above, loans to
Russian Federation have increased and therefore also its share has risen from almost 60% to
nearly 80% of all loans to ND region. The change in disbursements to accession countries has
been the opposite. World Bank and especially IBRD has been one of the major operators in
helping Russian Federations transition process, whereas the accession countries seem to be
left more dependent on the assistance of the European Union and EBRD.
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Figures 16 a and b Distribution of IBRD and IDA loans to Northern Dimension
region disbursed in 1990-1996, in per cent. Source: World Bank
Organisation
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Disbursements from the World Bank Organisation to Northern Dimension region have been
directed to various sectors, which is illustrated in Figure 17. The energy and transportation
sectors as well as regional and cross-border co-operation, industry and trade promotion have
been major objects of interest. Altogether the IBRD and the IFC have disbursed to these five
sectors more than 80% of their loans. Justice and home affairs have received bit over 9% and
the other sectors have received proportions of few percents.
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Figure 17 Distribution of World Bank disbursements to Northern Dimension region.
Source: World Bank Organisation

4.6 European Investment Fund EIF

The European Investment Fund EIF was founded in 1994 by the European Union to support
the creation, growth and development of SMEs. It is a financial institution of the EU with the
EIB, the EU and a number of European banks and financial institutions as shareholders. Like
the EIB, the EIF contributes to the pursuit of Community objectives but it operates
independently and commercially under market conditions. It is also described as the “risk
capital arm of the EIB group”. In December 2000 all existing EIB risk capital investments
were transferred to the EIF and on the other hand EIB now administrates EIF’s portfolio of
infrastructure guarantees.

Table 19 Structure of the EIF ownership. Source: EIF
Owner € million Share of total
European Investment Bank 1,215 60.75 %
European Community 600 30.00 %
European Financial Institutions 185 9.25 %
Total 2,000 100.00 %
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The EIF operates mostly in the Member states but also in the Accession countries or countries
adjacent to the Community if cross-border projects are involved.

As EIF functions more in the risk capital investments, its operations differ a lot from the other
IFIs. Therefore it would also be rather difficult to collect a data that could be compared to the
other operators, and EIF’s operations are not accounted for in more detail. However, EIF has
an important role in promoting small and medium-sized enterprises.
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5 Financial Framework of the European Union

The European Union uses also its own financial framework to provide for the development of
Northern Dimension region in the fields described in its policy.

During the past few years the Union has put an effort in improving the co-ordination between
various instruments supporting cross-border co-operation. The Commission is to further
develop the programming of co-operation through the National Development Plans, a more
programme-based approach, multi-annual programming and the decentralisation of
implementation.

5.1 Co-operation across the external borders of the European Union

The approval of Northern Dimension policy in 2000 has highlighted the importance of co-
operation not only between different operators such as European Union and International
Financial Institutions but also within EU’s own financial framework. Two main ways to
promote this co-operation are TACIS and INTERREG described below, of which
INTERREG operates within the member countries and TACIS in Eastern Europe and Central
Asia. The aim is to “create new opportunities for the population living in border areas, to
promote the spirit of co-operation and to foster trust between the authorities on each side of
the border”25.

TACIS-INTERREG co-operation in not focused only in EU-Russian land border but also
within the Baltic Sea region and in particular in Kaliningrad.

Already, in order to receive financing for TACIS CBC projects European Commission
requires a complementary INTERREG project on the other side of the border. However, to
receive financing from both of these funds, separate applications must be submitted for both,
which hinders efficiency. Therefore European Commission has committed to making progress
in this issue.

5.2 TACIS

TACIS is the main financial instrument for supporting the implementation of the PCA with
Russia. The priority areas for Russia are identified as institutional, legal and administrative
reform, private sector and economic development and the social consequences of transition.
In the field of nuclear waste management, Northwest Russia is singled out as an area for
support.

Figure 18 shows the amount of TACIS allocations to Northwest Russia until year 2000.
Cross-border co-operation has been the most important area of investment together with
environmental projects. The total amount of TACIS allocations has been a little over €139.2
million.

                                                
25 A guide of how to bring INTERREG and TACIS funding together.
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TACIS allocations to North-West Russia
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Figure 18 TACIS allocations to Northwest Russia until 2000,
€ million. Source: European Commission

5.3 INTERREG

INTERREG is the Structural Funds facility for financing cross-border co-operation activity.
It is a multi-annual framework programme for co-operation between public authorities, firms
and associations with an aim to promote economic development. In order to have the basis for
longer-term planning, INTERREG has a multi-annual budget. For the period 2000-2006
INTERREG III has a budget of €4,875 million which is used to promote larger cross border
co-operation projects within the Northern Dimension region.

Large share of INTERREG allocations has been budgeted to EU-Russian cross-border co-
operation but also to border regions in Denmark and North Germany (Table 20).

Table 20 INTERREG II allocations budgeted for 2000-2006, € million. 
Source: European Commission

INTERREG II 2000-2006
North Calotte / Kolarctic 47.2
Karelia 28.2
Kvarken-Mittskandia 23.9
South-East Finland 22.0
Sweden-Norway 30.0
Skärgården 8.6
South Finland Coastal Zone 14.1
Öresund Region 29.0

2000-2006
Funs Amt and KERN 9.3
Storstöms Amt, Ostholstein and
Lübeck 9.0
Plaunungsraum V and
Sönderjyllands Amt 13.0
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern 78.2
Brandenburg 90.0
Cross-border total  (€million) 402.5

To transnational operations the European Commission has budgeted almost €118 million.
This amount will be used to promote transnational co-operation in the Northern Periphery in
general and specifically in the Baltic Sea Region.
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Table 21 INTERREG III allocations budgeted for 2000-2006, € million. 
Source: European Commission

INTERREG III 2000-2006
Baltic Sea Region 97.1
Northern Periphery 20.8
Transnational total  (€ million) 117.9

5.4 PHARE

PHARE provides the candidate countries of Central Europe with support for institution
building, investment to strengthen the regulatory infrastructure needed to ensure compliance
with the acquis and investment in economic and social cohesion.

The European Community intends to make available a total of €165 million within the limits
of the financial perspective 2000-2006 in support of the decommissioning of Unit 1. Of this
€20 million is to be programmed from the 2001 PHARE budget and the rest through the
Ignalina International Decommissioning Fund.

From Figure 19 can be seen the allocation of PHARE funds to Northern Dimension. Lithuania
has received over €100 million of which more €57.85 million has been directed to nuclear
safety projects in Ignalina. In Latvia environmental issues have been the main object of
promotion, with a contribution of over €31.5 million. Cross-border co-operation has been an
important issue also within PHARE fund, with nearly €100 million total contribution to
projects in that area.
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PHARE allocations to Northern Dimension region
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Figure 19 PHARE allocations to Northern Dimension region until 2000, € million. 
Source: European Commission

5.5 ISPA and SAPARD

Since 2000, ISPA and SAPARD26 have been supporting the preparation of the candidate
countries for EU accession in the fields of environment, transport and rural development.
ISPA has a budget of €1,040 million a year for the period 2000-2006. SAPARD will have a
budget of €520 million a year until 2006.

ISPA will focus on the financing projects, which encourage sustainable forms of transport of
people and goods contributing to funding the development of railways, roads, ports and
airports. Its aim is to provide good connections between the Trans-European transport
Networks and road and rail corridors in the applicant countries and interconnections between
national networks and links from them to the Trans-European transport Networks.

Figure 20 shows the distribution of ISPA allocations to environmental (blue) and transport
(white) projects within the Northern Dimension countries. Latvia and Lithuania have both

                                                
26 ISPA = The Instrument for Structural Policies for Pre-Accession.

SAPARD = The Special Accession Programme for Agriculture and Rural Development.
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received over €80 million whereas Estonia has got merely a bit over €35 million. Allocations
to Poland were €51.8 million.
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Figure 20 ISPA allocations to Northern Dimension region until 2000,
€ million. Source: European Commission

SAPARD is the Community’s programme for providing financial and technical assistance for
agriculture and rural development in candidate countries when they prepare for EU accession.
SAPARD regulation was adopted in June 1999 and it is first programme to give candidate
countries “full responsibility for managing investment projects from selection through to final
payments.”27

SAPARD allocations can be seen from Figure 21. Agricultural projects in Poland have
received over €170 million compared to amounts between €12.3 and €30.3 million disbursed
to other accession countries. This is explained by the large agricultural sector in Poland
compared to the Baltic countries.

                                                
27 SAPARD: Special Pre-Accession Assistance for Agriculture and Rural Development. European Commission,
Agriculture Directorate-General. December 2000.

http://europa.eu.int/comm/agriculture/external/enlarge/back/index_en.htm
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Annual SAPARD allocation to Agriculture
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Figure 21 Distribution of annual SAPARD allocations to agricultural
projects, € million. Source: European Commission

5.6 LIFE and Structural Funds

LIFE is a financial instrument for three major areas of action: Environment, Nature and Third
Countries. It was established in May 1992 “to contribute to the implementation, updating and
development of Community environment policy and of environmental legislation.”28 The
region of operation of LIFE Environment and Nature includes the member countries and the
Baltic Sea Countries and LIFE Third Countries operates only in Baltic shoreline of Russia.

So far, environmental projects in Northwest Russia have received over €1.5 million from
LIFE funds.

Table 22 Disbursements from LIFE funds to Northwest Russia

LIFE / € million Environment
Northwest Russia 1.555,325

Furthermore, European Union allocates funds through its DG’s and Structural Funds. The
allocations from these Funds is presented below, for DG Environment the figures present
already disbursed funds, for Structural Funds also planned figures are included. DG
Environment has disbursed over €10 million to nuclear safety projects in Estonia and in
Northwest Russia. The structural funds allocate money only to EU member countries. North
Germany has received nearly €2 billion compared to the more moderate amounts allocated in
the Nordic countries. This can be partly explained by rather new membership of Finland and
Sweden and short borderline of Denmark. Money has been used also to promote regional
development of former East Germany and cross-border co-operation at the German-Polish
border. For the time period 2000-2006 the Commission has budgeted over €2 billion to
projects in North Germany. The Finnish-Russian border has lately gained a lot of attention,
and in 2000-2006 almost €1.5 billion is budgeted to fostering regional development and cross-
border co-operation in Finland.
                                                
28 Regulation (EC) No 1655/2000 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 17 July 2000 concerning the

Financial Instrument for the Environment (LIFE).
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Table 23 Disbursements from DG Environment to ND region until 1999. Source: EU
DG Environment Nuclear Safety
Estonia 5.00
Northwest Russia 5.15
 Total € million 10.15

Table 24 Disbursements until 1999 and the planned disbursements for 2000-2006 from
Structural Funds to Northern Dimension region. Source: EU

Structural Funds Regional development and
Cross-border co-operation

 until 1999 2000-2006
Denmark 180.0 189.0
Finland 918.7 1 455.0
Sweden 628.7 1 171.0
North Germany 1,907.0 2 714.3
 Total € million 3 634.4 5 529.3

The funds for Research and Technological Development are not allocated through any of the
Funds mentioned above. Below in Table 25 can be seen the amounts allocated.

Table 25 European Union’s allocations to Research and Technological Development
until 1999. Source: European Commission

Research and Technological Development
Ecological projects 6.850
INTAS projects 1.255
Total € million 8.105
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6 Conclusion

The Northern Dimension has been an official policy of the European Union since 1997,
although the Action Plan was not launched before year 2000. Since then the co-operation in
the region has taken its first steps at the same time when the operators have continued their
independent projects. The volume of money, that flows from the International Financial
Institutions and from the financial framework of the Union have presented a remarkable
capital stock for economic and infrastructure reforms in the transition economics of the region
as well as in the Nordic Countries. This can be seen from the tables below.

€ million before 199729 since 1997 € million until 1999
EIB 9,300.4 11,880.6 TACIS 139.2
EBRD 2,138.2 4,049.7 PHARE 255.3
NIB 4,116.9 4,526.1 ISPA 252.9
NEFCO 3.9 21.2 LIFE 1.6
WB30 8,899.5 6,728.6 SAPARD 236.5
TOTAL 24,458.9 27,206.2 DG Environment 10.2
Estonia 313.5 363.5 Structural Funds 3,634.4
Latvia 333.8 480.9 R&D 8.1
Lithuania 455.8 582.7 TOTAL 4,538.2
Poland 4,927.6 5,023.1 Estonia 75.1
Russian Fed. 6,562.5 6,773.2 Latvia 184.0
    NWR31 39.2 532.8 Lithuania 220.4
Denmark 4,884.3 4,250.3 Poland 270.1
Finland 1,739.5 3,156.6 Northwest Russia 146.0
Sweden 2,693.7 4,325.8 Denmark 180.0
Iceland & Norway 2,542.6 1,672.3 Finland 918.7

Sweden 628.7
North Germany 1,907.0
  
Environment 213.5
Nuclear safety 82.6
Cross-border co-operation 3,791.3
Justice and home affairs 27.1
Energy 23.3
Telecommunication 9.3
Public health 3.2
Transport 143.4
Agriculture 236.5
R&D 8.1

In the future, the IFIs can concentrate on promoting the aims of the ND i.e. improving energy
and environmental conditions in the Baltic States and Poland, as the transition process in

                                                
29 Prior to 1997 figure includes loans disbursed in the period 1991-1996 or any other period before year 1997,

depending on the year of establishment of the Bank in question.
30 This figure includes 1990-1996 for IBRD and only year 1996 for IFC.
31 Figures for Northwest Russia include only the information received from EBRD. However, the real figures are
not much larger than the ones presented here as many IFI’s are operating mainly in other regions of the Russian

Federation.
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these countries has nearly been completed. On the other hand in the Russian Federation the
transition process continues and therefore the financing still concentrates also in institutional
reforms, promotion of the private sector and competition as well as in environmental and
energy sector. As the role of the FDI is highlighted in most modern growth theories as better
generators of technological development, product and development know-how and
innovation, than other forms of financing, the IFIs should concentrate on helping the
governments to improve infrastructure and institutions crucial for a fully operating market
economy.

The Ministry of Finance in Finland (2001) has estimated that the transition processes in the
Accession countries within the Northern Dimension region will last from 15-35 years32. This
aspect further highlights the importance of long-term operations, in which the IFIs and EU’s
programmes have an important role. Furthermore, the future operations and policies chosen
by the IFIs will have a great influence in the development of the region and in the way the
policy aims set by the EU will be achieved. Co-operation in the field of environmental and
nuclear safety issues is already taking place. The outcome of the policy depends also on the
Russian Federation and its ability to carry out the reforms.

A lot of operations have already taken place in the ND region, even before the policy was
established. However, co-operation based on the initiative has been so far limited. A hope for
further co-operation is seen in the area of environmental issues with the establishment of the
Northern Dimension Environmental Partnership. Expectations of the Partnership are high, but
the results of this co-operation will be visible only through the first actual projects. The St.
Petersburg’s Vodokanal has risen to symbolise the Partnership and its outcome will largely
determine the future of the co-operation.

Even if there exists a wide consensus about the importance of co-operation as a mean of
allocating larger resources, there are many practical obstacles to overcome. The high
bureaucracy of the IFIs might present a problem especially if the co-operation requires
acceptance from all the IFIs concerned. A great emphasis should therefore be given to
appropriate structure of the NDEP. Also arrangements to promote co-operation between the
IFIs and the financial framework of the Union should be taken.

The main problem in the future seems to lie in projects situated in the Northwest Russia.
These regions include 3 regions in Northwest Russia with relatively high living standards, a
developed market and transportation infrastructure. These areas are financially independent
and have a high population density and restricted natural resources. 5 regions of the North
Russia on the other hand are depopulated, dependent on the federal government while at the
same time they possess a significant share of all-Russian oil and gas and are important
suppliers of wood materials and non-ferrous metals in Northern Europe. Also the fact, that
Northwest Russian regions directly border the European Union with dangerous nuclear
engines and waste just at the Finnish border and Barents Sea contribute to the importance of
operations there.

                                                
32 Models of Barro (1991) and Levine-Renelt (1992) were used to estimate the time period needed. The results
were as follows:

Barro Levine-Renelt
Estonia 16 17
Latvia 25 23
Lithuania 35 33
Poland 18 23
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However, although the problems and needs of the Northwest Russia have been acknowledged,
real actions take place slowly. Almost all the IFIs, excluding EIB which has only in 2001
received the mandate for Russian operations, have already accepted great deal of loans both to
the whole Federation and the Northwest regions, but only a fraction of them has been
disbursed. Furthermore, the operations in Russia tend to concentrate in other regions, and
especially the North regions remain undeveloped. Within the Northern Dimension region the
investments are going particularly to St. Petersburg and Leningrad Oblast. Naturally, these
developed regions contain less risk for investors. However, considering the objectives of the
Northern Dimension initiative of the European Union, the North region should be paid
particular attention due to its importance, described above.

The problems in investment distribution are wide and include the general obstacles in
developing EU-Russian relationships33, both political and economic. The main problem could
be stated to be that the Russian Federation lacks a concrete investment policy towards the
Northern Dimension within the ND initiative. When we consider the geographical direction of
investments and their unsystematic nature, the effectiveness of already existing single
investment projects that private investors get from the EU, the EU programmes, and the
International Financial Institutions, can be questioned. Also the volume of loans needs further
consideration. For example the amounts promised to ND regions, for example connected to
the NDEP, can be too large and the receiving areas have no operational structure for handling
them. If this is true, the projects might rather harm the economies than develop them.

This research has brought up some additional research questions, which might interest.
Especially the role of the Russian Federation, which has already been highlighted in this
research, needs to be analysed further. This has also been the main driving force for us to
draw up such a vast analysis of the region in the Appendix 2. Also the Baltic region in
general, including the transitional economies (Poland and Baltic Countries), draws a lot of
attention, not least due to Eastern Enlargement of the European Union. Effectiveness of the
investments in energy, environment, infrastructure (including legal infrastructure and
administrative structure) seem to be the most interesting aspects.

                                                
33 In this report the EU-Russian relations are not specifically referred to; this subject has been analysed

comprehensively in many other publications. See for example Ojanen (2001) and Haukkala & Medvedev (2001).
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Appendix 1

In this part of Appendices are included the figures presenting distribution of the loans from
certain International Financial Institutions to Northern Dimension region. The loans disbursed
by NEFCO are not included as they all are directed to environmental projects.

NIB Outstanding loans

0 % 50 % 100 %

Pol

Est

Lit

Lat

Swe

Fin

Den

Nor

Ice

Trade, business co-operation
and investment promotion

0,0 0,7 0,0 0,0 376,0 58,1 100,4 128,4 148,4

Environment 5,0 0,0 0,2 0,2 130,4 21,9 3,4 17,7 18,3

Telecommunication 34,4 18,8 20,4 3,1 154,0 86,0 5,2 48,6 17,5

Transportation 0,0 0,0 1,8 0,0 222,8 81,7 273,1 93,3 107,6

Energy 99,0 13,0 0,0 1,3 401,7 393,7 102,9 70,8 179,0

Pol Est Lit Lat Sw e Fin Den Nor Ice

Figure 1.1 Distribution of outstanding NIB loans at 31.12.2000 between different sectors in
each of the Northern Dimension countries

Most of the loans have been used to promoting energy sector and telecommunication
especially in the Accession Countries. Also transportation in the Nordic Countries has been a
major object of investment.
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Sectoral distribution of EBRD loans 1990-2000

0 % 20 % 40 % 60 % 80 % 100 %

Poland

Estonia

Lithuania

Latvia

Russia

Total ND

Agriculture 968,2 12,1 62,2 0,0 0,0 1042,5

Infrastructure 109,4 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 109,4

General industry 511,0 25,5 23,6 0,0 446,0 1006,1

Financial institutions 304,7 213,8 95,4 91,0 1033,0 1737,9

Trade, business cooperation
and investment promotion

0,0 0,0 0,0 20,1 0,0 20,1

Environment and natural
resources

0,0 55,4 16,1 60,2 94,0 225,7

Telecommunication and
information society

144,4 0,9 78,7 24,3 123,0 371,3

Transport 300,6 34,9 45,2 44,4 399,0 824,1

Energy 64,7 24,7 45,5 64,6 159,0 358,5

Poland Estonia Lithuania Latvia Russia Total ND

Figure 1.2 Distribution of EBRD loans disbursed in time period 1990-2000 to different
sectors in each ND country of operation

The EBRD has been lending money mostly to financial institutions and especially in Poland
to agricultural development projects. A considerable amount of money has also flown to
supporting general industry.
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Sectoral distribution of IBRD and IFC loans 
to ND region

0 % 20 % 40 % 60 % 80 % 100 %

Estonia

Latvia

Lithuania

Poland

Russian Fed.

Total ND

US$ million

Infrastructure 37,0 20,0 54,4 970,0 1501,5 2582,9

Agriculture 17,3 39,5 30,0 673,0 300,9 1060,7

Trade, business co-operation
and industry promotion

48,0 60,0 26,4 661,4 1998,1 2793,8

Public health 18,0 30,1 24,9 230,0 1234,6 1537,6

Financial sector 32,2 36,4 65,0 706,5 607,2 1447,3

Education 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 271,0 271,0

Public sector 0,0 27,3 30,1 200,0 638,4 895,8

Environment 2,0 14,2 13,2 20,5 110,0 159,9

Energy 38,4 95,6 34,0 870,2 1387,5 2425,7

Economic policy 30,0 136,1 238,5 920,0 4164,0 5488,6

Estonia Latvia Lithuania Poland
Russian 

Fed.
Total ND

Figure 1.3  Distribution of IBRD and IFC loans disbursed (in 1990-2000 for IBRD and
1996-2000 for IFC) to different sectors in each Northern Dimension country

Almost 30% of the World Bank Group’s loans to Northern Dimension region have been used
to improve the Economic policies of the countries. The other sectors have received more
moderate shares, although infrastructure, trade promotion and projects in the energy sector
have received slightly larger amounts than other sectors.
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Below can be seen the proposed projects to be taken within the Northern Dimension
Environmental Partnership. Altogether 13 projects have been brought up and the planned
value of these projects is 626.5-876.5 millions in Euro-value and rough 400 millions in USD-
value. All the projects are naturally environmental projects usually dealing with waste
management.

Table 1.1 Tentative proposals for Northern Dimension Environmental Partnership
Projects

Project name

Estimated project

cost (million)

Archangelsk Municipal Services Improvement Project 15.0 EUR
Archangelsk, environmental upgrade of wastewater treatment plant
and production assets at Solombalsk Pulp and Paper Mill 20.0 USD
Kaliningrad District Heating Rehabilitation 31.5 EUR
Kaliningrad Solid Waste Management Project 65.0 USD
Komi Municipal Services Improvement Project 25.0 EUR
Leningrad Oblast Municipal Environmental Investment Programme 120.0 EUR
Murmansk District Heating Project 50.0 USD
Novgorod Cross Municipal Rehabilitation Project 60.0 USD
St. Petersburg South West Wastewater Treatment Plant 110.0 USD
St. Petersburg District Wastewater Discharge Project n.a.
St. Petersburg District Heating Programme 97.0 USD
St. Petersburg Flood Protection Barrier 400–650 EUR
St. Petersburg Northern Incineration Plant 35.0 EUR
Total EUR projects 626.5–876.5 EUR

Total USD project 402.0 USD
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Appendix 2.

1. Incomes, Expenditures, and Deficit

In budget incomes/expenditures/deficit analysis the following assumptions have been made in
order to achieve comparability of the data34:

• In “incomes” indicator tax, non-tax incomes and federal budget support are included.
Some regions include the incomes acquired by “purposeful budget funds” into budget
incomes. These funds are created for specific purposes (information on PBF is more
specific in incomes structure analysis) and can use acquired revenues only for those
purposes, therefore not influencing budget deficit (estimation of budget deficit is essential
indicator at this step of analysis).

Income indicator is also given as “budget income per capita” to make the figure more
relative; the population is taken for year 2000-2001, average without population
dynamics consideration, because at this point of study the more generalized information
is more appropriate.

• “Expenditures” indicator includes all budget expenses excluding the expenses of PBF for
the reasons explained above. If the expenses of PBF exceed their incomes, the real
expenses of PBF are subtracted from budget expenditures, for this gap is likely to be
covered from Federal, not regional budget.35

• “Deficit” indicator is estimated as the difference between expenditures (2) and incomes
(1). Deficit indicator is presented both in absolute values and as a share (%) of budget

income in order to give more comparable and relative figure.

Among all Northern Dimension Regions St. Petersburg is notable for the largest, non-deficit
income with second to highest incomes per capita (considering the highest population density
of this region); in 2001 the region acquired budget surplus (2.4% of budget income). Partially,
this situation is due to the favourable position of St. Petersburg as a city of Federal significant,
partially to concentration of capital and human resources, favourable investment climate and
developed infrastructure36 (Graphs 1.1, 1.2, 1.3 a-h)

Komi Republic, Pskov Oblast and Karelia Republic are “problem” areas in terms of budget
situation; nevertheless, the general trend for all the regions is the decline of budget deficit and
the gradual increase of budget incomes per capita.

                                                
34 All regions use slightly different methods for budget figures; in order to achieve comparability of date, we

used several assumptions explained below; Still, the date could possess relatively insignificant estimation

mistakes.
35 Regional budget Laws as a rule do not indicate, from which funds is the over-expenses of PBF are covered; we

assume, those are covered from Specific funds of federal budget.
36 Information on territory, population, investments and general information on the NDRs is available in other

parts of annex.
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In budget income per capita index Nenets Autonomous Okrug (AO) is notable for the highest
“position”. However, this “high” tendency is due to the low population in the region (which is
in fact the most depopulated among NDRs with continuous emigration tendency and high
mortality rate), which is actually the bad indicator considering socio-economic figures of the
Nenets AO. (Graph 1.2)
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region 1998 1999 2000 2001 Popu-
lation

(thous.
rbl)

budget income per capita (rbl) average budget
income per
capita (rbl)

income expenditures income expenditures income expenditures income expenditures 98 99 2000 2001

Karelia Republic 1479457,0 1653254,0 1688128,0 2183309,0 2133282,0 2223768,0 2772123,0 3115758,0 766,4 1930,4 2202,7 2783,5 3617,1 2633,4
Komi Republic 3712958,0 5217786,0 2899406,0 4045222,0 4395415,0 4887772,0 5635281,0 5638387,0 1137,0 3265,6 2550,0 3865,8 4956,3 3659,4
Arkhangelsk Oblast 1149257,0 1149257,0 1164088,0 1364667,2 2735806,0 2802829,0 5247967,0 5187926,6 1459,9 787,2 797,4 1874,0 3594,7 1763,3
Nenets AO¹ 742593,9 723457,9 1357796,6 1614498,3 45,7 16249,3 29711,1 22980,2
Murmansk Oblast 1808502,0 2172406,0 1505553,0 1925700,0 2524843,0 2678389,0 3699442,0 3953000,0 1001,2 1806,3 1503,7 2521,8 3695,0 2381,7
Leningrad Oblast 1458660,0 2066416,0 1826474,0 2461154,0 2702554,0 2896617,0 4827606,0 5076400,0 1682,0 867,2 1085,9 1606,8 2870,2 1607,5
Pskov Oblast² 766813,0 1573521,6 1542581,0 2407006,3 2700176,0 2818174,0 827,1 927,1 1865,0 3264,6 2018,9
Kaliningrad Oblast 783538,0 844688,0 818931,0 863256,0 1339838,0 1388756,0 2146681,0 2214821,0 951,4 823,6 860,8 1408,3 2256,3 1337,2
Saint-Petersburg city 16565163,0 16565163,0 25789100,0 25789100,0 34142359,0 34142300,0 43358300,0 42300200,0 4615,0 3589,4 5588,1 7398,1 9395,1 6492,7
¹ data for 1998, 1999 is included into Arkhangelsk oblast data.

² budget law for 1998 was not approved on time, budget execution based on 1997 law (see budget system review).

Graph 1.1                                                Budget income/expenditures of NDRs of RF in 2001³
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incomes 2772123,0 5635281,0 5247967,0 1357796,6 3699442,0 4827606,0 2700176,0 2146681,0 43358300,0

expenditures 3115758,0 5638387,0 5187926,6 1614498,3 3953000,0 5076400,0 2818174,0 2214821,0 42300200,0

Karelia 
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³ The figures are given for year 2000 to picture the general conditions of regional budgets, considering the budget income/expenditures proportion haven´t changed

significantly through the years 1998-2001; more specific graphs with chronology consideration are available later in this paper.
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Graph 1.2                                            Dynamics of budget income per capita in NDRs of RF
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All the following figures are from the planned budgets, for execution information is not always accessible.

Budget incomes/Expenditures of NDRs Budget deficits of NDRs³

1998 1999 2000 2001 1998 1999 2000 2001region
income expenditures income expenditures income expenditures income expenditure

s
thousand
roubles

%  of
budget
income

thousand
roubles

%  of
budget
income

thousand
roubles

%  of
budget
income

thousand
roubles

%  of
budget
income

Karelia Republic 1479457,0 1653254,0 1688128,0 2183309,0 2133282,0 2223768,0 2772123,0 3115758,0 173797 11,7 495181 29,3 90486 4,2 343635,0 12,4
Komi Republic 3712958,0 5217786,0 2899406,0 4045222,0 4395415,0 4887772,0 5635281,0 5638387,0 1504828 40,5 1145816 39,5 492357 11,2 3106,0 0,1
Arkhangelsk Oblast 1149257,0 1149257,0 1164088,0 1364667,2 2735806,0 2802829,0 5247967,0 5187926,6 0 0,0 200579,2 17,2 67023 2,4 -60040,4 -1,1
Nenets AO¹ 742593,9 723457,9 1357796,6 1614498,3 -19136 -2,6 256701,7 18,9
Murmansk Oblast 1808502,0 2172406,0 1505553,0 1925700,0 2524843,0 2678389,0 3699442,0 3953000,0 363904 20,1 420147 27,9 153546 6,1 253558,0 6,9
Leningrad Oblast 1458660,0 2066416,0 1826474,0 2461154,0 2702554,0 2896617,0 4827606,0 5076400,0 607756 41,7 634680 34,7 194063 7,2 248794,0 5,2
Pskov Oblast² 766813,0 1573521,6 1542581,0 2407006,3 2700176,0 2818174,0 0 806708,6 105,2 864425,3 56,0 117998,0 4,4
Kaliningrad Oblast 783538,0 844688,0 818931,0 863256,0 1339838,0 1388756,0 2146681,0 2214821,0 61150 7,8 44325 5,4 48918 3,7 68140,0 3,2

Saint-Petersburg city 16565163,0 16565163,0 25789100,0 25789100,0 34142359,0 34142300,0 43358300,0 42300200,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 -59 0,0 -1058100,0 -2,4

³ Budget deficits are estimated as the difference between expenditures and incomes; the negative numbers in the deficit columns is the amount of budget surplus.
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Graph 1.3a Karelia Republic: 
income/expenditures/deficit dynamics 
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Graph 1.3b  Komi Republic: 
income/expenditures/deficit dynamics
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Graph 1.3c Arkhangelsk Oblast: 
income/expenditures/deficit dynamics
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Graph 1.3d Murmansk Oblast: 
income/expenditures/deficit dynamics
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Graph 1.3e Leningrad Oblast: 
income/expenditures/deficit dynamics
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Graph 1.3f Pskov Oblast: 
income/expenditures/deficit dynamics
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Graph1.3g Kaliningrad Oblast: 
income/expenditures/deficit dynamics
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Graph 1.3h Saint-Petersburg city: 
income/expenditures/deficit dynamics
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2. Budget income structure and Degree of regional independence

In this part of the study budget incomes of NDRs are analysed in terms of the sources of

income acquiring. Also, estimated, how the regions are independent from the federal budget

support.

• “Budget income structure” analysis includes the study of the sources from which

budgets acquire their incomes. Those sources include:

• tax sources (from taxes and other duties in-going to regional budget),

• non-tax sources (incomes from regional property disposal, from government

operation on security markets, from services provided by budget organisations,

incomes from natural resources disposal in-going to regional budgets and other non-

tax sources),

• purposeful budget funds (transportation development fund, ecology fund, mineral

resources reproduction fund and others - the incomes of this funds can be used only

for the purposes defined for them)
37

• Federal support (transfers from federal budget for deficit coverage and other

purposes, subsidies and donations from Federal budget for social purposes and other

funds from federal budget).

Budget income structure performs the share of each source in regional budget income.

• “Degree of regional independence” represents how a region is independent from federal

budget; this index is estimated as tax and non-tax budget incomes divided by tax, non-tax

incomes and federal support: (tax + non-tax)/(tax + non-tax + FS), which states, if there is

no federal support a region gets, the regional independence is 1.
38

                                                
37 PBF acquire their incomes from taxes as well. Regional budget legislation does not clearly define the method

of estimating and separation PBF incomes from other budget incomes, and therefore the double counting of

incomes is possible. In this study we take in tax incomes and PBF incomes as indicated in regional budget Laws.
38 This indicator doesn’t consider the regional debt; nevertheless, the regional debt is included into the regional
budget expenditures, so the comparison of regional independence with regional budget deficit will generally

show the relative independence.
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Most of the regions acquire the budget income through tax sources (St. Petersburg, Murmansk

Oblast Leningrad Oblast, Nenets AO, Komi Republic). This basically means, that these

regions have possibility and motivation for independent budget developments and, thus, for

more regional independence. On the other hand, large share of tax incomes means a large tax

burden on population. For St. Petersburg, for example, it is natural to impose high taxes for

the high population density and relatively high social standards and incomes. For Komi

Republic and Nenets AO, as supposed large share of incomes is acquired by taxes for the use

of vast natural resources. Still, the general conclusion is that high share of tax incomes is a

positive thing because the more a region can collect taxes for regional budget itself, the more

there are incentives for developing budget system of a region.
39

Other regions acquire quite large share of budget incomes from Federal budget support

(Arkhangelsk, Pskov, Kaliningrad), which indicates “non-healthy” state of budgets and high

dependence from federal support and, thus, no incentives for regional self-development.

The dynamics of budget income structure is diversified and does not represent any general

common trend. (Graphs 2.1 a-d)

Graph 2.1a
Structure of sources of budget incomes of NDRs in 1998
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Graph 2.1b
Structure of sources of budget incomes of NDRs in 1999
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39 Later in this research the specified tax-incomes should be studied, i.e. the share of each source in tax incomes

(income tax, tax for natural resources use, enterprise tax, and so on.)
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Graph 2.1c 
Structure of sources of budget incomes of NDRs in 2000
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Graph 2.1d
Structure of budget incomes of NDRs in 2001
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Komi Republic and St. Petersburg are 100% independent from federal budget support
40

. The

most dependent are Arkhangelsk, Kaliningrad and Pskov regions. Moreover, during years

1998-2001 the degree of regional independence in these regions has decreased, which is not a

good trend. Nevertheless, if we take into account the decreasing budget deficits of those

regions during these years, the federal support is generally effective and “helpful”, on the

other hand, this means, the regions can survive by attracting resources from Federal budget.

That also means, that there are no incentives for self-development challenge and there is a

possibility for corruption promotion. (Graph 2.2)

                                                
40 St. Petersburg acquires some funds from Federal budget, but the purpose of those funds can not be considered
essential “vital” support (funds for compensation of provided by St. Petersburg free transportation use for federal

government personnel).
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Graph 2.2
The degree of regional independence of NDR
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3. Support, provided to regional budgets from federal budget

This part of the analysis covers the Funds acquired by regional budgets through transfers from

Federal Fund for regional support.
41

In this part of the analysis we used the direct calculation of federal budget transfers provided

to the NDRs. Since the date in some years and some regions is slightly different as indicated

in the regional and federal budget legislation, we assumed the figures presented in regional

legislation.

When the budget income structure was calculated, we used the overall federal support a

region gets, including subsidies and donations for specific (mostly social purposes). Here,

however, only the direct transfers from the Federal Funds for Regional Support are included,

for these funds are, as a rule, used for budget deficit coverage and current “holes” in budget

execution.

The share of NDRs in acquiring the FFRS transfers among all RF regions is quite stable

through 1998-2001, about 5%, though in absolute values, the transfers given to NDRs

increased by about 2.6 times.

                                                
41 This part counteracts with the study of budget deficit, budget income structure and the degree of regional

independence.
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Graph 3.1 Overall share of NDRs in all-NDR  
Federal budget support (1998 - 2001, %  of all NDR)
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Graph 3.3 Dynamics of Federal 
    transfers given to NDRs
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Arkhangelsk and Pskov Oblasts (as indicated previously, those are the most dependent

regions) acquire the biggest share of federal support funds among NDR. Moreover, the share

of these regions in getting federal support increased notably through the studied years. The

share of Nenets Ao, Murmansk Oblast and Karelian Republic decreased significantly.
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Graph 3.4
Federal budget transfers distribution within NDRs in dynamics
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Graph 3.5 
Absolute amount of Federal transfers to NDR in dynamics
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Arkhangelsk, Karelia, Komi, Murmansk and Nenets are in the Far North Zone of the Russian

Federation, thus these regions acquire sufficient federal support as compensation for harsh

climate; those regions for the exception of Arkhangelsk (to some extend) and Murmansk are

under-populated. This partially explains the non-existing FFSR support to Komi and

insignificant compared to other regions Nenets and Karelia. Murmansk is a quite developed

and independent region with developed infrastructure and industry, which explains its

insignificant share.

4. Gross Regional Product analysis

In this section of the study the gross regional product of the NDRs is analysed in terms of the

share of each region in the NDR’s GRP overall, and in terms of NDR in all-Russian GDP.

Information of this section is based on official statistical information of the Russian

Federation. The figures are taken for years 1996 – 1998, for this is the latest official

information that was available. However, in the analysis the trends of GRP dynamics and the

regional shares generally give a picture of GRP in the studied region.

In “Average GRP per capita” indicator the average GRP through 1996-1998 is divided by the

population (the population figure does not consider migration and population change for

simplifying and giving the overall “report”). The figures for years 1996-1997 are given in

million roubles, for year 1998 – in thousand roubles. Such calculations are used in RF

statistics to make the data comparable.
42

The Russian regions of Northern Dimension form about 8.5% of total Russian GDP (with

3.4% provided by the northern region and 5.1% - by Northwest Russian region). This share is

quite through time. Also the shares of each region in all-NDR production are stable.

Graph 4.1
GRP of NDR in all-russian GDP
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Over 40% of NDR’s GRP is taken by Saint-Petersburg. Komi Republic, Arkhangelsk,

Murmansk and Leningrad Oblasts contribute to regional production significantly as well.

                                                
42 In 1998 the RF’s rouble was denominated by 1000, so, in fact, the millions of 1996 and 1997 are equal to the

thousand of 1998.
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Graph 4.2a
Average share of each region in NDRs' GRP
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Graph 4.2b
Share of each region in NDRs' GRP in dynamics
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However, the relative figure (GRP per capita) is the biggest in Komi Republic, Murmansk

Oblast, St. Petersburg takes third place in this gradation only. Notably, Pskov and Kalinigrad

are not productive as considering the overall production (3 and 4% of NDR’s GRP relatively)

and per capita production (less then 10000 thousand roubles for 1998). In this part of the

analysis, it would be appropriate to take a look at the industrial structure of regions.
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Graph 4.3a
Average GRP per capita
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The overall GRP and per capita GRP of regions still have increasing trend in the regions; the

growth is especially rapid in St. Petersburg, Murmansk and Komi Republic. In Pskov and

Kaliningrad, again, development is not notable.

Graph 4.3b
GRP per capita dynamics
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Generally, in GRP figures Pskov and Kalinigrad Oblasts appear to be the most problematic

regions, while St. Petersburg, Murmansk, Komi and Leningrad are quite successful.

5. Investments in the NDR

In this section of the report the gross investment rate in NDR is estimated. Also, the share of

foreign investments and its dynamics is presented. Additionally, the property structure of

investments is pictured.
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The gross (overall) investment rate is calculated as the sum of foreign investments and capital

investments to the NDR.
43

 Capital investments are taken as the gross domestic investments.

Regions of Russia acquire the most part of investments as private domestic investments; the

share of foreign investments increased slightly through 1996 – 1999, making 26%. (Graph

5.1)

Graph 5.1
Investments structure of the RF
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Foreign investments to the NDR through 1996-1999 in absolute values actually increased,

while foreign investments to the RF decreased in the same years. NDR are attractive to

investors in general in spite of the unfavourable and unstable situation in Russian investment

market. (Graph 5.2, 5.3 a-b, 5.4, 5.5)

                                                
43 Capital investments in RF statistics are defined as the expenses for acquiring, production and reproduction of

the capital funds (equipment, tools, construction and so on).
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Graph 5.2 Share of foreign investments in gross 
investments RF and NDR
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Graph 5.3a
Foreign investments distribution in NDR
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Graph 5.3b
Yearly foreign investments acquiring by NDRs
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Graph 5.4
Dymamics of foreign investments to RF and NDR in roubles
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Dynamics of foreign investments into the NDR and RF overall
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In the gross investment rate among NDR, St. Petersburg, Leningrad Oblast and Komi

Republic share over 70% of investments. Moreover, St. Petersburg increased this index from

33% in 1996 to 48% in 1999, while Komi decreased from 20% to 8% respectively. Notably,

in all the other regions their share of investments decreased as well. The share of Nenets AO

in the gross investments increased from 1 to 9%, which is likely to be due to the vast oil and

gas resources obtained by AO. (Graphs 5.6 a-b.)
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Graph 5.6a  Gross investments to 
NDR in 1996
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Graph 5.6b  Gross investments to 
NDR in 1999
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In absolute values, Gross investments flow increased to all NDR, but the most significant

increase is in St. Petersburg, Leningrad, Nenets and Murmansk oblast. (Graph 5.7)

Graph 5.7
Gross investments to NDR dynamics
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For Russian Federation foreign direct investments take about 40% of all foreign investments,

leaving the big share to “other” investments (trade loans, bank loans, Government and

International Financial Institutions loans and others).  (Graph 5.8)
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Graph 5.8     Structure of foreing investments 
                       to the Russian Federation in 1996-1999
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NDR are attractive for foreign investments Russian-Wide. Still, the most “popular” among

foreign investors are St. Petersburg, Leningrad Oblast and Nenets AO. St. Petersburg and

Leningrad region obtain developed infrastructure, human resources concentration, developed

industrial production, which decreases the risks of the investors. In Nenets AO vast oil and

gas resources attract investors.

For analysing the factors of investment-attracting, see the general overview on North and

Northwest Russian regions in next section.

6. Production of “strategic” items for EU in NDR

Fuel resources, wood materials and non-ferrous metals are important items for EU to export

from NDR and one of the main points of the ND initiative. In this section the production of

these strategic items in NDR is analysed.

Production of the strategic items is analysed in terms of NDR share in all-Russian production

and share of regions within NDR. The NDR extract about 12% of basic fuel in all-Russia,

with 4% of oil and gas extraction. Their share of oil and gas extraction is increasing. 1.2% of

all Russian steel is produces in NDR. Almost 20% of wooden materials in all-Russia are in

Northwest region as well.

Among NDR only 3 regions possess oil and gas resources, mostly Komi (over 75%),

Arkhangelsk Oblast (in Nenets AO territory) up to 20% with decreasing trend; and

Kaliningrad Oblast with stable 6% share.
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Oil  and gas condensate extraction in NDR, thousand tonnes
 thousand tonnes % of NDR
 1996 1997 1998 1999 1996 1997 1998 1999
Komi Republic 7,406 7,851 9,607 9,505 66.53 66.32 79.31 78.07
Arkhangelsk Oblast
(Nenets AO) 2,998 3,264 1,811 2,016 26.93 27.57 14.95 16.56
Kaliningrad Oblast 727 723 695 654 6.53 6.11 5.74 5.37
NDR overall 11,131 11,838 12,113 12,175     
RF overall 301,228 305,643 303,283 305,167     
NDR % of RF 3.70% 3.87% 3.99% 3.99%     

Steel is basically produced in St. Petersburg, Leningrad, Murmansk and Arkhangelsk Oblasts

to some extend.

Steel production in NDR
 thousand tonnes % of NDR
 1996 1997 1998 1999 1996 1997 1998 1999
Karelia 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.08 0.10 0.12 0.11
Komi 1.0 0.8 0.5 0.3 0.16 0.13 0.08 0.05
Arkhangelsk 7.7 7.0 4.5 5.4 1.22 1.12 0.75 0.84
Murmansk 7.8 7.3 7.7 11.5 1.23 1.16 1.28 1.78
Leningrad 22.5 21.3 9.2 7.4 3.55 3.40 1.53 1.15
Pskov 3.2 2.0 0.7 0.6 0.51 0.32 0.12 0.09
Kaliningrad 0.6 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.09 0.05 0.03 0.05
Saint-Petersburg 590.0 588.0 579.0 619.0 93.16 93.74 96.10 95.94
NDR overall 633.3 627.3 602.5 645.2     
RF overall 49,253 48,502 43,673 51,518     
Share of NDR in RF 1.29% 1.29% 1.38% 1.25%     

In wood materials production, Arkhangelsk, Komi and Karelia are the most active. Also,

Leningrad, Pskov and St. Petersburg produce wood to some extent.

Wood materials production of NDR
thousand squared meters % of NDR

1996 1997 1998 1999 1996 1997 1998 1999
Karelia 576.6 532.6 489.1 709.1 15.55 15.68 15.48 19.20
Komi 824.0 663.2 666.3 679.3 22.22 19.52 21.09 18.39
Arkhangelsk 1,625.1 1,603.8 1,523.0 1,753.6 43.83 47.21 48.21 47.48
including Netets AO 18.0 6.9 1,2 0.4 0.49 0.20 0.04 0.01
Murmansk 28.5 28.9 26.4 30.5 0.77 0.85 0.84 0.83
Leningrad 347.3 338.6 275.0 323.2 9.37 9.97 8.71 8.75
Pskov 148.0 121.1 120.1 147.4 3.99 3.56 3.80 3.99
Kaliningrad 30.2 22.3 19.8 17.1 0.81 0.66 0.63 0.46
Saint-Petersburg 110.3 79.8 38.2 32.8 2.97 2.35 1.21 0.89
NDR overall 3,708 3,397.2 3,159 3,693
RF overall 21,900 19,600 18,600 19,100
Share of NDR in RF 16.93% 17.33% 16.98% 19.34%
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Only several regions produce the important for EU products, while the rest of the regions

obtain the major part of investments (and separately foreign investments).

Paper production of NDR
 thousand tonnes % of NDR
 1996 1997 1998 1999 1996 1997 1998 1999
Karelia 551.5 555.4 518.9 659.0 41.56 40.36 37.12 39.60
Komi 312.5 372.6 412.7 439.0 23.55 27.07 29.52 26.38
Arkhangelsk 208.4 195.1 215.7 253.4 15.71 14.18 15.43 15.23
Leningrad 200.9 214.3 217.9 271.4 15.14 15.57 15.59 16.31
Kaliningrad 42.0 27.2 18.5 14.1 3.17 1.98 1.32 0.85
Saint-Petersburg 11.6 11.6 14.2 27.4 0.87 0.84 1.02 1.65
NDR overall 1,326.9 1,376.2 1,398.0 1,664.0     
RF overall 2,302.0 2,225.8 2,454.0 2,968.4     
Share of NDR in RF 57.64% 61.83% 56.96% 56.07%     

7. Territory and population of NDR

In this section the share of NDR population and territory in all-RF and the share of each

region inside NDR are analysed.

NDR take about 10% of RF territory and 9% of RF population. Among NDR there are

depopulated regions (the Northern part: Karelia, Komi, Arkhangelsk, Murmansk), and highly

populated North-Western part (St. Petersburg, Leningrad and Kaliningrad). Notably, Komi,

Karelia and Arkhangelsk – regions producing the important for EU items – are depopulated

regions with budget deficits and lacking investments. Developed St. Petersburg, and

Leningrad concentrate human and capital resources, while for ND initiative, these regions do

not obtain resources.

Territory and population of NDRs
territory population

region
thousand

square km
% of NDR % of RF thousand

people
% of NDR % of RF population

density

Karelia Republic 172.4 11.8 % 1.0 % 775.2 6.2 % 0.5 % 4.5
Komi Republic 415.9 28.3 % 2.4 % 1,162.9 9.3 % 0.8 % 2.8
Arkhangelsk Oblast 401.7 27.4 % 2.3 % 14.8 11.8 % 1.0 % 3.7
Nenets AO 176.7 12.0 % 1.0 % 45.7 0.4 % 0.0 % 0.3
Murmansk Oblast 144.9 9.9 % 0.8 % 1,034.5 8.3 % 0.7 % 7.1
Leningrad Oblast 83.8 5.7 % 0.5 % 1,674.2 13.4 % 1.1 % 20.0
Pskov Oblast 55.3 3.8 % 0.3 % 689.0 5.5 % 0.5 % 12.5
Kaliningrad Oblast 15.1 1.0 % 0.1 % 943.3 7.5 % 0.6 % 62.5
Saint-Petersburg city 1.4 0.1 % 0.0 % 4,715.7 37.7 % 3.2 % 3,368.4
NDR overall 1,467.2 100.0 % 8.6 % 12,518.5 100.0 % 8.5 % 8.5
RF overall 17,106.12 100.0 % 147,043.4 100.0 % 8.6
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8. Social and Economic differences between the regions

Here are included two maps on social and economic differences between the regions of the

Northern Dimension area of Russia.

The Economic Map describes the industrial structure of regions, natural resources in their

possession and the general economic development of regions. The map presents only the

general situation in the regions, therefore, not providing the concrete percentages. In industrial

structure, it is aimed to present the share of extracting (red colors) and processing (dark and

blue colors) industries in each region.

To present the general degree of economic development the following indicators were taken

into account: transportation infrastructure development, investments into region, regional

independence from federal government and federal budget, the productiveness of the region.

The Socio-economic Map describes the degree of development of basic economic indicators

(GRP, transportation and investments) and the degree of social problems in region.

To estimate the degree of social problems, the following indicators were taken into account:

population growth (birth/death rates), unemployment, % of population with incomes below

the minimum, the housing provision, medical provisions.

Problem indicators are in light colors; successful indicators – in bright – to show the general

condition of each region.

Figure 8.1 Economic Map of Northern Dimension Regions of Russian Federation
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Figure 8.2 Social and Economic Map on the Northern Dimension Regions of Russian
Federation

Also statistical tables on the ND regions of Russia are included. Table 8.1 consists of specific

statistics (economic and social). Table 8.2 gives a comparative description of the North, the

Northwest and Kaliningrad regions. Information given in the Table 8.3 is additionally

pictured in the graph of regional industrial structure.
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Official statistics for the NDR of Russian Federation                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       Table 8.1

 territory
(thous.
sq. km)

population medical/living provision transportation GRP/per capita,
mln rbl/rbl, 1998

industrial/market infrastructure

  Total
(thous.
pl),
1999

Densit
y (pl
per sq.
Km)

birth/death
rate (pl
per 1000
pl), 1999

Unemploy-
ment (% of
econ.
active)/
registered,
1999

% of
population
 with
incomes
below
"surviving
minimum",
99

living
provision
(sq m per
person),
99

doctors
per
10000
pl, 99

hospital
beds
provision,
for 10000
p, 99

natural
resources

industry

railroad
extent
(km)/density
(km per
1000
sq.km)

motorway
extent
(km)/density
(km per
sq.km)

 number of
enterprises/
small and
medium
business,
2000

share of
enterprise
s with the
financial
loss (%to
all
enterprise
s), 1999

scientific/
research
institutions
(number)
(99)

share of
regions in
incoming
invest-
ments

(% to all
NDR,
1999)

international
trade

(export/
import,
1999,

mln USD)

Karelia
Republic

172,4 765 4,4 7,9/15,1 15,8/3,3 26,20 % 19,8 47 116 forest, iron ore,
construction
materials, titan

forest, wood-
processing, cellulose-
paper, ferrous
metallurgy,
construction materials

2100/12,2 7700/48,9 11306/14601,6 14587/3734 38,7 12 1,04 % 441,7/126,4

Komi
Republic

415,9 1137 2,7 8,5/10,7 16,1/4,2 22,10 % 19,7 38,1 112 forest, oil, gas,
coal

fuel industry, wood-
processing, electric
energy production,
mining

1700/5,2 4100/20,5 28349,6/24547,2 18162/5606 52,4 17 3,75 % 696,5/104,8

Arkhangelsk
Oblast

401,7 1414 3,5 8,1/15,1 14,9/3,2 49,5 20 47 118 forest, hydro
resources, oil,
gas, coal, peat,
bauxite,
aluminium,
diamonds

forest, food (meat,
fish, diary products),
machine-building
(ships), metallurgy,
fuel-energy (start to
develop)

1625/2,75 n/d 22763/15322,4 18213/3930 46,7 22 0,21 % 570,4/73

Nenets AO 176,7 45 0,3 11,2/9,4 20,1/6,5 50,2 16,3 30,5 114 oil, gas, coal extracting, wood-
sawing, food

n/d n/d 573/90 47,6 2 24,01 % n/d

Murmansk
Oblast

144,9 1035 7,1 7,6/10,1 16,3/4,0 20 % 19,6 45 103 forest, ferrous,
non-ferrous
metals, gas, oil
(in the Barents
sea shelf), fish

non-ferrous
metallurgy, electrical
energy, food,
chemicals, ferrous
metallurgy, machine-
building, metal
working

891/61 4185/29,9 23846,6/23647,9 16047/3014 34,2 30 1,04 % 602,2/254,7

Leningrad
Oblast

83,8 1674 20,1 6,5/17,8 14,8/2,1 51,5 22,3 30,8 94 forest, hydro
energy,
construction
materials

fuel energy, electric
energy, wood,
cellulose-pater, food,
machine-building,
chemicals, non-
ferrous metallurgy

3000/32 13000/108 21171,2/12591,4 28642/12195 35,3 19 19,99 % 1115,8/374,3

Pskov Oblast 55,3 689 12,5 7,0/21,4 14,1/3,0 51,20 % 22,6 34,6 121 forest,
construction
materials,
mineral springs

machine-building,
metal working,
electrical energy,
food, construction
materials, consumer
goods, wood,
cellulose-paper

1100/19,9 9900/179 6512,2/7978,7 13717/2731 46,7 12 0,21 % 72,3/60,8

Kaliningrad
Oblast

15,1 943,3 62,4 7,4/14,2 15,9/1,5 37,40 % 18,3 36,4 116 forest, amber,
construction
materials, high
quality oil,
brown coal, fish

food, electrical
energy, machine
building, fuel, wood,
cellulose-paper

756/50 4500/300 8659,3/9140,1 25736/9794 40,3 21 1,25 % 285,7/761,1

Saint-
Petersburg

1,4 4716 3368 6,2/15,4 11/0,9 33,20 % 19,8 75,3 101 geothermal
energy, hydro,
construction
materials

machine-building,
metalworking,
chemical, oil-chemical

n/d n/d 89780,7/18947,5 189453/108713 22,1 483 48,51 % 2195,3/2420,6
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Relative statistics of NDR of Russia                                                                                                                                                                                Table 8.2

 

Terr.
Thous.
Sq. Km

total
(thousand
pl)

density
(pl per
sq. km)

natural resources (forest: % of the
whole area under forest)

GRP (share
from all-NDR
production)

Industry Transportation (railroads, motorways:
density (km/sq. km)

Karelia
Republic

172,4 775,2 4,5 49% forest, not notable for natural
resources attractive for investors

5,4 forest (wood processing, cellulose-paper,
ferrous metallurgy, non-ferrous metallurgy,
machine building on in-coming raw materials

railroads (12,2), motorways (48,9), pipe-
lines; transit between Murmansk and St.
Petersburg ports, transportation corridors
with Finland in project

Komi
Republic

415,9 1 162,90 2,8 70% forest; oil, gas reserves, peat, coal,
ferrous, non-ferrous metals, gold, silver,
diamonds, titan

13,3 Fuel (oil, gas extracting, gas, coal processing,
electrical energy, forest (wood storing,
processing, cellulose-paper))

railroads (5,2), under developed motorways
(20,5), pipe lines (10,3)

Arkhan-
gelsk
Oblast

587,4 1 491,90 2,5 39% forest, oil, natural gas, gas
condensate, peat, coal, aluminium,
bauxite, diamond deposit is found

11,1 Extracting industries dominate. Forest, wood-
processing, cellulose-paper production, forest
exports, fish production; machine-building
(ships), construction materials

railroads (2,8),  2 all year navigated ports,
river transportation

Nenets AO 176,7 45,7 0,3 oil, gas resources; coal is found, deer
pastures, fur animals, trade birds

 oil, gas extracting, raw wood, deer-breeding underdeveloped (remoteness, harsh
climate), air, sea transportation (2 sea
ports)

Murmansk
Oblast

144,9 1 034,50 7,1 Forests (23% of territory); non-ferrous
metals; gas and oil reserves (Kola
Peninsula)

10,4 Mining-metallurgical, mining-chemical, non-
ferrous metal production, fishing; extracting
branches prevail. Processing industries:
machine building (ships), metal-working, non-
ferrous metallurgy, fish-working

railroads, (61 km), motorways (29,9), 2 sea
ports, 1 non-freezing

Leningrad
Oblast

83,8 1 674,20 20,0 55% forest, bauxites, peat, sand, fire-
clay, limestone

10,4 chemical, construction materials, diesel fuel,
gasoline, black mineral oil, electrical energy;
forest, wood-processing, cellulose-paper
industries, machine building, high quality non
ferrous metals

railroads (32), motorways (108, 2 river
ports, 3 sea ports, State pipe line will
replace Baltic terminal to take all oil exports
to North west

Pskov
Oblast

55,3 689 12,5 Forests (40%), underexploited, peat,
gyps, dolomite, sand, clay, medical mud

3,4 machine-building, metal working, light industry
(fabrics, food), electrical energy, agriculture

railroads (19,9), motorways (179), river port
(to Estonia), strategic: borders 3 countries),
connection to Moscow, St. Petersburg,
harbours of Murmansk, Kaliningrad

Kaliningrad
Oblast

15,1 943,3 62,5 15% forest; amber, , clay, salt; high
quality oil, brown coal, peat

4,4 fish-processing, cellulose-paper production,
machine-building: technology demanding
(transport and construction equipment), amber
extraction, agriculture and processing

railroads (50), motorways (300) (via-Baltica
motorway in construction), 2 sea and river
port, non-freezing port, fastest connection
with western Europe, ferry line to Sweden is
planned

Saint-
Petersburg

1,4 4 715,70 3368,4 geothermal energy, hydro, construction
materials (peat, clay)

41,5 machine-building, metalworking, chemical, oil-
chemical, forest-processing, cellulose-paper

12 railroads, 11 motorways start here, sea
port, river port, largest in Baltic sea, all-year
navigation
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Comparative overview of North, Northwest and Kaliningrad regions                                                                                                          Table 8.3

North North-west Kaliningrad

Territory (% of all NDR) 90.6% (1,497.3) 8.5%    (140.5) 0.9%   (15.2)

Population (% of all

NDR)

36.0% (4510.2) 56.5% (7,078.9) 7.5% (943.3)

Population density 3.4 1,133.6 62.5

Natural resources - 40% of fuel resources in European

Russia (gas, oil, coal, peat)

- metals (ferrous and non-ferrous:

      5% of all-Russian reserves)

- forest (40% of the European Russia)

- diamonds

Not notable for natural resources

- forest, land and water resources

dominate

- mineral resources (phosphorous,

clay, sand)

- forest

- fuel (oil, gas in the Baltic sea

area, peat)

- construction materials (sand,

salt)

Production - high share of extracting industries,

- crisis due to exhausting resources,

worsening of extracting conditions

- forest industry decreases due to lower

demand on RF market and

competition from Scandinavian

producers

- machine –building (ships) used 25-

30% potential

- food (all-Russian importance, 1/5 of

RF fish catch)

- technology demanding, resources-,

energy- and labour-saving

production

- machine-building (precise devices)

- forest (cellulose-paper, wood-

processing)

- chemical

- problems due to prevailing military

functions in the production, but

positive relatively rapid  growth and

converse

- fishing, fish processing

(decrease of State support and

remoteness from market –

problems)

- machine-building (technology

and labour demanding)

- cellulose-paper

- amber extraction (the only in

Russia), amber for jewellery,

radio and chemical production)

General characteristic - included to the “northern Zone”

(harsh natural conditions), remote

from the centre

- depopulated, labour lacking

- underdeveloped communications

and social infrastructure

- resources demanding industries, non-

technology-demanding prevail

- problem – nuclear keeping

- advantageous transport-

geographical situation close to the

European market

- highly populated, concentrated

scientific, highly qualified potential

- developed social and transport

infrastructure

- high technology production + “by

the sea” situation – trade developed

- enclave territory

- way to non-freezing Baltic Sea

harbours,  close to Western

Europe

- since 1996 is a “Special

economic Zone” – mainly

privileges for investors

- acute problem areas – crime,

HIV
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Graph 8.1        Industrial stucture of NDR
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9. Federalism

Today, together with the “horizontal division” of power (by legislative, executive and judicial

branches), Russia is undergoing a “vertical division” by Federal, regional and local self-

governing.

Horizontal division is rather traditional, much like in most of federative states. The RF

parliament (Federal Assembly) consists of 2 Chambers – Federal Council (in which RF subjects

are represented and which is the legislative authority) and State Duma (which is the main

executive authority). Vertical power division however is a problematic area in Russian

Federation so far.

Vertical division of power however is a problematic area in Russian Federation so far.

In this report, the basic principles of Russian federative division are covered, and then, the basic

problems of vertical power division and ways to solve them are summarized.

The Russian Federation is a Federative State, which means it consists of several regional

divisions
44

, united into one state. The divisions can be formed according to the territorial or

national-territorial principles or both.

Together with the Federal Constitution and legislation, the divisions of the Federation also have

the constitutions and legislation. The Federal constitution has a legislative priority (excluding the

points of the regional bodies’ competence only).

The RF consists of 21 Republics, 6 Krais, 49 oblasts, 2 cities of the Federal significance, 1

Autonomous Oblast and 10 autonomous Okrugs. These regional divisions have different

                                                
44 Regional divisions could be called the “subjects of the Russian federation” or regions
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constitutional and legislative features (Krais and Oblasts functioning is regulated by charters, the

Republics’ – by Constitutions, some of them possess the presidency, some do not).

The Constitution of the Russian Federation (Articles 71-73) and the federative Treaty of the

Russian federation, 1992 (Articles 1 and 2) dealing with republics in particular, defines the

authority division as follows:

Jurisdiction of the Federal State – approve the federal laws and Constitution, define federal

system and territory; formation of Federal state bodies, dealing with federal budget, taxes,

regional development funds; defining federal foreign police, standards, security.

Joint jurisdiction of the state and regional bodies – compliance of the regional laws with the

RF Constitution; ecology, culture, education, public health services. Defining taxation principles

within the region. Defining family, labour, land, housing legislation for region. Controlling and

organising local self-government. Handling the foreign affairs of a region. Disposing and

utilising regional mineral resources.

Additional to the Constitution of the Russian Federation, the jurisdiction and competence

distribution of the federal and regional authorities is defined in bilateral Treaties signed between

those.

Treaties can be generally categorized to:

1. treaties signed primarily for political reasons (to stabilize political tensions, support the

leaders of regions, maintain ties between federal and regional authorities);

2. Treaties with oblasts and krais for acquiring the same rights as Republics (basically made to

balance the treaty-making process);

3. Treaties necessitated by specific conditions of the region (due to unique natural resources on

the region’s territory or unique geographical situation of the region).

The Russian Federation consists of the following territories:

• 89 entities – subjects of the RF;

• 21 Republics (formed by ethnic principle);

• 6 krais (industrial territories based on territorial principle of composition);

• 49 oblasts (provinces, based around big cities by territorial principle): e.g. Arkhangelsk,

Moscow, Sverdlovsk, Leningrad and Murmansk;

• 2 cities of federal significance: Moscow, Saint-Petersburg;

• 1 autonomous oblast (Jewish, based on territorial and ethnic principle);

• 10 autonomous okrugs (districts, based on ethnic principle of composition).

On May 13, 2000 president Putin created by decree 7 districts and appointed the presidential

representatives for control: Central (center – Moscow), North-Western (St. Petersburg), Volga

(Nizny Novgorod), Urals (Yekaterinburgh), Siberian (Novosibirsk) and Far Eastern

(Khabarovsk).

Creation of the federal Okrugs aims at improving the administrative system and taking a federal

control over the regional bodies’ operations. The presidential representatives in the Okrugs

observe the functioning of the regional actors, control the regional legislative lawfulness, report
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to the Federal bodies on regional functioning, but, in practice, are not authorized to participate in

decision making process at the regional level.

Below are summarized the principle problems of the Russian Federation composition.

The problems existing in the general power division and territorial division of the Russian

Federation can be classified into 2 groups:

- INEQUALITY. There are 89 subjects of the Russian federation, which is a uniquely

numerous amount for one federative state.
45

 RF Constitution states equality of all the subjects

and at the same time the Republics are provided a separate constitution, the State language,

citizenship, the President by the same RF constitution.

- LEGISLATIVE CHAOS. Numerous laws are created on competence and jurisdiction of

federal/regional authorities (Constitution, presidential Decrees, bilateral treaties,

constitutions and Charters of RF subjects). Matters of only federal authorities’ jurisdiction

are at the same time defined as joint federal/regional jurisdiction.
46

 Laws on competence can

not work since there is no law on implementation mechanism of the competence procedure.

There is no coordination in law-creating process. By means of Bilateral Treaties some

subjects acquire privileges in taxation, investment and other areas, which strengthen

inequality.

Separately, in terms of the power distribution problem, the problem of international economic

relations of the RF subjects can be emphasised.

The concern of RF subjects is that they are not sufficiently involved into bilateral international

relations, which directly influence those regions. Legislation in this sphere makes possible that

some RF subjects can maintain direct contacts with international partners, and other regions can

act only through Federal authorities. This also leads to unequal foreign investments distribution

(of which about 90% is concentrated in only about 10 regions)
47

, which, again, makes regional

inequality deeper.

Thus, the RF faces two basic alternatives:

1. Make amendments to the Constitution itself, eliminating the controversy it contains. Thus,

Russian Federation will remain the constitutional state.

2. Develop the legislation on bilateral Treaties creation and support this creation. Thus, Russian

Federation transforms into “treaty-based” state.

Another principal problem of the RF territorial and power division is the conditions of local

self-governments. In areas of local self-governments, three basic problem areas can be

distinguished: 1) municipal property problems; 2) financial independence of municipalities; 3)

local self-government structure.

                                                
45 There were proposals to reduce the number of regions from 89 to 30 by including Moscow city to Moscow

Oblast, St.-Petersburg to Leningrad region, absorption of autonomous Okrugs and small-population regions.
46 More specifically, the following joint competencies lack legal guidelines: selecting personnel for judicial bodies,

protection of small ethnic communities, establishing principles of organizing system of governing bodies,
possession/use/disposal of land and natural resources and some other points.
47 Nezavisimaya Gazeta, 18.05.2000, Vyacheslav Elagin, Internal relations of the regions
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Concerning municipal property, according to the legislation, localities are to own, use and

dispose municipal property. Still, there is no concrete definition of what the “municipal

property” includes. Russian Federation still undergoes the privatization process and it is not

clear, what will eventually turn into federal, regional or municipal property.

A big issue in this area is that in the old, soviet structure “cities-plants” (cities, based on a big

plant on the territory) were popular. Those plants were the sources of municipal utilities,

financing the city infrastructure. With privatization, those plants became joint-stock ventures and

infrastructure weighted upon municipal budgets, which is unbearable to the latter. This has

caused a collapse of municipal services. The solution could be to involve private businesses to

run municipal services, but the private businesses are concerned that in this case the tax revenues

from those businesses would be taken away by subjects of the RF. Practically, there is no

juridical protection of local property.

As for financial independence, according to legislation, local self-government is to approve and

execute local budget as well as to establish local taxes, but practically, there is no financial

independence of localities. The local taxes and shared tax revenues are only a small fraction of

local budgets; municipalities are practically forced to beg for subsidies from federal and regional

budgets.

Concerning the local self-government structure, the regional legislation defines the basis for

local self-government; there is no basic unified law on this issue, which causes confusion of

localities operation.

Representative bodies of local self-governments are to approve local budget, levy local duties

and taxes, approve local development programs; but representative bodies of localities are not

necessarily elected bodies; legislative bodies are at the stage of formation still, and also will vary

significantly in different territories. Basically, the main figure in local or self-government is the

head of administration, which is the center of decision-making process; the right of a

representative body to control the operation of administration is barely exercised.

As a separate problem area of the RF territorial composition can be defined the relations of the

Krais and Oblasts with the Autonomous Okrugs on their territory. In this sense the Autonomous

Okrugs with vast reserves of oil and gas resources tend to acquire more or total independence

from the Oblasts and Krais to which they are subject to. The problem is that those Autonomous

Okrugs provide the most part of Oblasts’ and Krais’ budget, not getting the return financing. On

the other hand, those Autonomous Okrugs are not capable of functioning as independent subjects

of the Russian federation, supported only by the natural resources they obtain.

To summarize, there is no unified clear approach to the territory and power distribution and

territory administration in Russian federation. The origin of this problem is that the Federal and

regional authorities are not eager to share power between each other, and this does not leave a

chance for local self-governments to develop. By the opinion of most specialists in federalism,

the main step to be taken is to improve legislation, mainly, make amendments to the RF

constitution.
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